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PREFACE 

The birth of the life-force that has driven the creation of this book erupted from within me as an 

indignant screech during the summer of 2010.  I was sitting in a room with 26 others, in a luxury 

Hotel, central London.  We were just completing 30 hours of advanced training in clinical 

hypnotherapy; this was a medical module.  I had just blurted out, “why doesn’t everyone know 

this?” interrupting our dignified mentor mid flow.   I looked around as all eyes were on me; my 

red cheeks showing I had realized my outburst was vocal and not reverberating within the 

catacombs of my skull, and sensing the tone could be deemed disrespectful.  That made sense, 

because my internal turbulence was a cross between, sheer incredulosity and what us Irish would 

term “pissed off”!!  

 

Dr John Butler looked towards me, from his teaching position at the top of the room and made no 

reply.  “But why John?” I persisted, “why doesn’t everyone know this?”. There was no answer 

forthcoming.  “Surely this is all written down somewhere? I mean ALL of this? YES! Is it?”.  I looked 

from face to face, begging for someone to say yes and give me the title of the book or books.  For 

what seemed like an eternity, no one answered.  It was of course only a moment in real time.  But 

within microseconds, I was swinging from near despair to anger.  “Shut it Finnerty” an inner voice 

berated me firmly.  “Well it goddamn should be everywhere!  On the news daily, on the radio, there 

should be channels dedicated to just this, and newspapers too… Like, each and every-time someone 

experiences one of these profound healings!”  God! I was speaking out loud still! And I was sitting 

up, even straighter now, hell I was on a roll; “everyone needs to know this, everyone!”.    

 

Dr John subtly twitched a thumb, flicking to his next slide, side-on now, his calm facial features 

illuminated by the reflection from the projector screen. He turned ever so slightly, and for a brief 

moment, his calm observing eyes met my, naive, frantic gaze.  He said four words, “you tell it then”. 

 

If you are holding this book, or listening to an audio; its 2020 or later.  You may well ask, why it 

took me ten years to get my run at this task done, and finally a work published.  That story, my 

dear friends is the subject matter for another book entirely! So, I think it best to just share the 

highly relevant birth of this book and then move on.  On that fateful afternoon, Dr John continued 

to wrap up the week’s explorations into the power of the human mind and the use of this within 

the field of Clinical Hypnotherapy (this module was a Medical Hypnotherapy Module), and I sat 

in a stunned silence.   I felt like there had been an explosion within my mind and my heart. I could 
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barely breathe and every emotion from the spectrum available to humanity was cascading like an 

avalanche within.  I realize now, that something radical shifted within my consciousness that day. 

I had no words for it yet, and I was filled with a deep and profound sense of something far, far, too 

big for my body and my mind!  

 

This course had been an advanced level for practitioners, including psychologists and 

hypnotherapists.  I had been in full time practice for 4 years now as a hypno-psychotherapist (i.e. 

someone who carries out psycho-analytical therapy and uses the trance state to facilitate rapid 

healing transformation).  Therefore, the subject matter of this course wasn’t all new to me. So 

why the sudden shift?   

 

It was not as if, this was the very first time I had heard of profound healings that defied the current 

medical model or heard of the power of the Mind to control one’s Physiology.  When in hindsight, 

from a position of calm reflection I allow myself to recall; I know that I had already perused Bill 

Moyer’s “Healing and the Mind” (1993) book which explores the healing connections between 

our minds and our bodies, and I had read most of Stanford Universities, Hilgard & Hilgard’s, 

“Hypnosis in the relief of Pain” (1994) which explores the capacity of hypnosis to alter one’s 

experience of pain.. Actually, upon full reflection of my initial studies into hypnotherapy Cork 

during 2005, I truly wonder why I was asking this question as if I had never heard it at all? 

  

““For God’s sake Finnerty, you had even read Mutke’s “Hypnosis: The Mind/Body Connection”, sub 

titled “Discover Your Infinite Potential for Self-Healing and Growth”” (1987).  So what was 

happening to me in that room, in London, in that moment?!  I now know that I experienced a 

catharsis; I experienced, a lifting of a veil, the removal of a filter or dulling lense which kept the 

reality of the power within us just out of grasp of my full consciousness.  I had already “knew” it, 

but I did not KNOW it!  However, today, there was nothing keeping “it” at arm’s length.  Today I 

was drenched in KNOWING.  

 

As we said our goodbye’s and dispersed to the four corners of the world, I was feeling both excited 

and agitated. I was practically jumping out of my skin.  I was excited because, what I had seen, 

heard and experienced this week awed me beyond my wildest dreams.  Yet agitated, because, I 
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knew that what we had been exploring needed to be mainstream….. And, Oh boy! Was it far from 

main-stream!! 

 Over these five packed days, we had been exposed to so much: including a wonderful, little 

elderly lady having part of her foot removed, without any anaesthetic or pain killers; yet with 

100% comfort.  And all the while, within her hypnotic trance she sang “Danny Boy!”  Oh! And by 

the way if she had, received an anaesthetic, it would have killed her, so acute was her allergic 

response to same.  We had explored the individual case histories of several people who had 

suffered long term with crippling anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress, and who were 

now well, functional and in most cases achieving same without medication.   

 

We had been introduced to a lady, who came by for a chat with us all, who had grown back a tiny 

piece of bone in her spine and avoided the need for a surgically installed metal plate.  I recall 

finding this one hard to swallow at the time.  But I opened my mind to the possibility and listened 

intently.  Yes, I said “grown” … The bone re-grew in her spine, much to her consultant surgeon’s 

inigniosity (which is a made up word of mine, for a cross between, indignation, disbelief & 

shock!)… She reported that he was so shocked, he called in his assistant and gave out to her for 

delivering the wrong person’s MRI results.  Still not believing they were her’s, he had her 

scheduled for another scan and she spent a whole day waiting around in the hospital until he had 

his “proof”.   And there was more; so much more that we had explored and discussed which I had 

yet to process.  So, naturally, I was excited; thrilled actually.   

 

That night I would take my RyanAir flight back to Dublin and drive down to Tipperary in the dark; 

pondering a distinct feeling of agitation which lurked in the background somewhere.  Next day I 

would be back in my little clinic in the idyllic, rural, hilltop village of Portroe, overlooking the 

5000 acres of water, that is Lough Derg and sitting across from ordinary folk, who were attending 

me, looking for solutions, relief, anything other than the “stuck-place” that so many of them found 

themselves.  And once again I would notice myself feeling that same agitation… It lingered every 

day for three or four days, though I had expected it to subside.  

 

As I sat in a meditation, several days later; something strange happened.  Within my mind’s eye, I 

met the eyes of these wonderful seekers who frequently attend for therapy.  Within my 

meditation, literally, their eyes were floating into my consciousness; and as I looked into those 

eyes,  I knew that each and every soul these eyes were the window’s to,  deserved healings like 

those I had been privileged to come upon in London.  This knowing landed cellularly, like most 
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realizations do in my meditations, i.e., every cell tingles, and a KNOWING surges through my 

being.  Surprisingly though, as the surge settled, I noticed that the agitation had not!  

Instead it magnified and I felt like it would overcome me and drown me in what turned out to be 

the absolute vodka of despair.  I sat, intoxicated by it and writhing in a pain, which was emanating 

from the very depths of me.  I braved it, resisting the massive urge to open my eyes and I paused. 

Then suddenly I could hear a voice inside me earnestly, imploringly, asking;  “How in the name of 

Jaysus (sorry guys, when I am stressed I cuss!)  can I  get this across to people?....”  Waves and 

waves of questions electrified my every cell:: “ How can this truth be shared in a way that people 

will hear it, understand it, accept it, embrace it and ultimately do the doing that augments and 

secures this for themselves for the rest of their lives?!”… 

  

I was stumped; no answer came, and I wished with all my heart that the skies would open and the 

God’s would come and share the “how to….” I waited for an eternity of moments… Nothing!  

 

If I thought I already felt bad, this was just the beginning, because then, in a tranced out state, it  

dawned on me that if Jesus Christ had actually come down from heaven, healed the sick, brought 

sight to the blind, died and rose from the dead, and STILL we were a doubting, skeptical bunch of 

tits, that I might as well throw my hat at it.  Furthermore, doubt was drowning me now, and I 

considered that at least Jesus only seemed to have doubted his purpose once, and that was in the 

face of a tortuous and embarrassing slaughter in front of his mother, cousins, friends and 

followers which was, it seems, divinely, scheduled for the next day.  I was fully aware that doubt 

was my shadow and it threw itself a long shape beside me in the shining light of the KNOWING 

that was emerging within me.   

 

Torture this was torture, God did I want to open my eyes and go to Zest to buy a sausage role?! 

“Face it Finnerty, you are fucked! Open your eyes and can we please get on with having an ordinary 

life… you know the one, where you get to leave the job behind at 5pm… your biggest concern of the 

day is the price of diesel, if Tony’s has fresh chicken fillets in… etc etc… PLEASE?!!”.  Sorry once again 

for the cussing, but I was hitting a wall of despair and my deep seated roots as a farmer’s daughter 

from the West of Ireland sprung my conditioning to utter expletives, when exasperated, above 

the parapet … Yes!  Expletives were bouncing around in my ceann (gaelic for head!).   
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Finally, a reprieve; my mind went still… Peace for  a full breath, then past clients came flooding 

into my mind’s eye.  Not in a visual way like a projector in your head, but in a felt sense, as if I 

were actually with them.  I felt their presence,  I felt them the way I knew them;  these beautiful, 

ordinary, regular people, whom I knew, and loved.  And whom I knew had never conceived of a 

healing power within themselves or anyone else for that matter (except perhaps the Buddha or 

Mother Teresa, or some guru they heard of, and of course Jesus!).  But never had they considered 

that this totally awesome power that can “regenerate bone in the spine” plus so much more, was 

theirs for the taking too!!   

 

I felt that agitated feeling rumbling within me, but before it could completely strangle me, the 

story of “The boy with warts” ricocheted out of my subconscious mind and launched itself into my 

consciousness with such power that I was bowled over with emotion… Tears flowed down my 

cheeks which puckered as the sobs caught my breath.  But these were not tears of sadness, they 

were different, like tears of relief.  Relief at what though? Relief that it is all real? Relief that you 

are not going mad? I paused the questions and waited on the breath…. And while I was not sure 

what the actual significance of this one healing story was; and I mean, it’s significance above all 

the rest of the stories and extraordinary experiences I was now becoming familiar with. I still 

knew that there was something….?  Just something about this one that was uniquely significant.  

 

Before I continue, I will pause and share the story of “The boy with warts” with you. 

 

THE BOY WITH WARTS:  

In the August edition of the British Medical Journal, 1952, a case study was published that rocked 

the medical world (Mason, 1952).  Albert Mason, a senior registrar at the Queen Victoria Hospital 

in East Grinstead, England, published his case study, the story of which follows. 

 

On May 25th 1950, Mr. Moore, the chief plastic surgeon at the Hospital in East Grinstead,  began 

treating a 15yr old boy for what appeared to be, to the untrained eye, masses of warts covering  

over 60% of the boy’s body.  The “warts” were mostly continuous in a horny casing and as such 

these hard casings of “warts” covered whole swathes of his young body.  Below is an image (Figure 

1) of one of the boy’s arms with the elbow area heavily encased in these “warts”.  
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FIGURE 1: PHOTO SHOWING ONE OF THE BOYS ARMS WHEN HE CAME FOR TREATMENT (1950).  

(PRINTS FROM AUG EDITION OF BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, 1952) 

 

The surgeon, Mr. Moore had performed many successful plastic surgeries on war veterans at this 

same hospital, and he was hopeful that he could help improve the boy’s skin with a transplant of 

healthy, unaffected skin to an affected area.  In his first surgery, he removed some of the warted 

skin from the boy’s hands and grafted normal skin, which he had harvested from the boy’s chest, 

on to the hand.  The chest was one of the only areas on his young body that was clear of warts and 

the surgeon was hopeful that the normal skin would “take”.  

 

Some months and two surgeries later, the grafted normal skin was indistinguishable from the 

diseased skin.  The surgery had not worked.  It was with deep dismay within the surgery, while 

the boy was under anaesthetic, that the consultant surgeon decided, more surgery would be of no 

benefit.  A young anaesthetist, Dr Albert Mason, was on active duty that very day.  He was also a 

practicing hypnotherapist.  Now you might be surprised to hear, that a medical doctor was also a 

practicing hypnotherapist.  However, hypnotherapy was quite popular among medics back in the  

40’s and 50’s.  We had Dr Lewis Wolberg, who would later become professor of psychiatry at the New 

York University, School of Medicine, who published two volumes on medical hypnotherapy in 1948.  

Also, in 1948 there were publications on hypnosis by the prestigious Doctors Merton M. Gill and 

Michael J. Brennan.  So, young Dr. Mason, was interested in the hypnotic state and as he sat at the 

head of the young boy, while under anaesthesia, he had already  used the hypnotic state to treat pain 

and many other challenges including warts, which invariably fell off.  

 

We will be taking some time to explore Hypnosis and altered states of mind further into our journey.  

However, for now I think it important that I inform you that hypnosis was the medium that brought 

us two crucial components of modern psychology; namely, psychotherapy and the discovery of the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_University_School_of_Medicine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_University_School_of_Medicine
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SubConscious.  Dr John R. Cavanagh MD describes it best in his review of hypnosis for his medical 

colleagues (Cavanagh, 1972). In this publication he reminds them that even though hypnosis had for 

years being viewed by many in the medical field as the “illegitimate child” no one wanted to know 

about, and even though it had been considered to have been “sired by charlatans and quacks”, it,  

“had two illustrious offspring: psychotherapy and the discovery of the unconscious” (Cavanagh, 1972).   

 

Cavanagh is of course referring to Freud’s use of the Hypnotic trance within some of his most famous 

case histories when he recalls the discovery of the “existence of the unconscious” and he leaves his 

fellow doctors in no doubt as to the significance of this discovery when stating; “if hypnotism had 

produced this one discovery only, it would have justified its existence”.   

 

Albert Mason lived in an extraordinary time, because hypnosis was now  experiencing a resurgence.  

Coming years after Hypnotism had lost the medical/psychological limelight; i.e., once Freud chose 

“Free Association” over it as his primary psychotherapeutic tool.    Therefore, on this particular day in 

1951, just before the surgeon walked out of the theatre having decided further treatment was 

pointless, Dr. Mason inspired by his own professional experience suggested: “why don’t you treat 

him with hypnosis?”.   

 

Albert Mason proceeded to tell the surgeon that he had treated “warts” with hypnosis many times 

and had great success.  The surgeon looked at him with what, one can imagine must have been, 

disdain, and speaking with a tone of sarcasm is reported to have said:  “Why don’t you?”;  before 

turning his back and swiftly leaving the theatre.  Dr. Mason took the surgeon literally and the very 

next day he  approached the boy and informed him that his surgeon, Mr. Moore had referred him 

into his care and invited him to undergo hypnosis for the treatment of his “warts”.  The boy  

agreed,  and Albert Mason began treating him with hypnosis the very next day; ie., on February 

10th 1951. 

   

Mason decided to begin with one arm and see how the hypnotism treatment would go.  The boy 

was hypnotized and Mason gave suggestions that the warts on the his left arm would fall off and 

fresh, new, normal, healthy skin would appear.  He sent the boy home and told him to return after 

a few days.  The results were astonishing, and Dr Mason reports in his publication in the British 

Medical Journal that after 5 days the horny layer of skin on the left arm softened and began to fall 
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off.  Furthermore, the skin underneath was normal in texture and color and at the end of just 10 

days, the arm was completely clear from the shoulder down (See Figure 2).  

 
 

Delighted with the progress, Dr Mason took the boy to see Mr. Moore.  He was in surgery at the 

time.  So, the pair (Mason and the boy) stood outside the glass partition and Dr Mason raised up 

the boys two arms, one treated and one untreated, so the surgeon could see.  Upon seeing the 

boy’s arms, Dr Mason reports that Mr. Moore’s “eyes opened wide like saucers”, and that he left his 

surgery immediately, handing over his scalpel to his assistant.  The surgeon is said to have stood, 

staring at the boys healed arm, dumbfounded.  Dr Mason reports that he said; “See, I told you warts 

responded well with hypnosis”.  The boy’s consultant surgeon stared incredulously, and then 

turned abruptly to Dr Mason exclaiming: “Warts!!! This isn’t warts! This is Congenital Ichthyosiform 

Erythrodermia of Broq. He was born with it. It’s incurable!” (Cracking the Code; 2009).    

 

FIGURE. 2: RIGHT ARM (A) BEFORE TREATMENT; (B) EIGHT DAYS AFTER TREATMENT WAS BEGUN, SHOWING 

COMPLETE REGRESSION OF ICHTHYOSIFORM SKIN.  

(PRINTS WITH PERMISSION FROM AUG EDITION OF BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, 1952).  

 

Albert Mason was shocked by the surgeon’s revelation, and later that day he looked up this 

condition.  He quickly verified that these were not warts, but rather hard plaques of skin;  the 

result of a genetic condition.  His mind raced.  He made sure to take lots of photos, because he 

knew that this was one case, anyone would find hard to believe, but especially his peers.  But what 

to do now?!  It was easy to hypnotize the boy and give the healing suggestions, when he believed 
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that they were merely “warts”.  Of course, the results of the left arm were undeniable, so Dr Mason 

continued treating the boy.  Regardless of what he had just found out about the condition, seeing 

is believing and so, the right arm was treated the same way, using the same trance induction and 

the same healing suggestions, except this time directed at the right arm; and it worked!  Ten days 

later he treated the trunk of his body.  The healing was similar in these areas to that seen in the 

arms.  

 

As I ordered a copy of the original publication from the British Medical Journal where Dr Mason 

had first published this case history, I was curious as to how Dr Mason would explain the healing, 

he had induced, or if indeed he would even try.  I read in earnest, soaking up every word, and then 

towards the end of the 1952 publication I landed on the only line pertaining to possible cause of 

cure: 

“either there is a hitherto unsuspected psychic factor in the aetiology of the disease  

or this is  

a case of a congenital organic condition being affected by a psychological process”. 

After fifteen years actively researching the power of the mind, I now believe he hit the nail on the 

head with the second part of this statement; this is a case of “a congenital organic condition being 

affected by a psychological process”.   

 

I now know why this case ricocheted with such force, through my mind, during that meditation. I 

didn’t fully realize the why at the time, not fully, and not until publications pertaining to quantum 

physics and it’s theoretical use in the explanation of phenomena like “self directed neuroplasticity” 

(Schwartz & Begley, 2002) and the interface between mind consciousness and brain (Schwartz, 

Stapp & Beauregard, 2005) came to my attention (Haramein, Brown & Baker 2016, Meijer D.K.K. 

& Geesink H.J.N, 2017) .  Mason’s was an incredible record of an un-believable healing at a time 

when there was nothing in the science field that could explain it.   

 

And it is still quite an un-believable case. I get that.  I mean, I am living proof of that layer of 

unknowing consciousness that blocks our true experience of the reality of same, as one can see 

from my naieve outburst during our London training!  And so my fellow readers, this is why my 

passion for the creation of this tome, emerged and propagated through me for all of these years. 

The overall goal is simple.  And that is to bring you pieces of a clarifying jigsaw, within each 

chapter in this book , that when put together makes a picture of KNOWING.  The pieces come 
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together as a whole. An image, a something that is tangible and understandable and so accessible 

and processible.  Pieces of information that scientific study has gloriously brought us throughout 

the decades and continues to do so now at an accelerated rate.  Pieces of a jigsaw that include  

basic neuro and immune-modulation using mind alone. And full sections on the placebo effect, on 

consciousness and altered states of consciousness, on epigenetics, the quantum physics model of 

consciousness and more…  

 

And delivered in a manner that is so easy to understand. The goal is to keep it interesting by 

relating it to actually life experiences, real people with real stories and thus each piece is designed 

to give you an understandable something which you can identify with.  And while we will veer 

away from the boy with “warts” and his healing story, each piece in its own right, goes some of 

the way to portraying just how, this level of healing could and did happen.  When placed together, 

then a whole other level of magic can happen!  Shifts in consciousness happen. KNOWING 

resonates throughout our being and all manner of wonder and awe are ours.  

 

BACK TO THE “ICTHYOSIFORM” GENETIC DISORDER! 

Right here and now at the beginning of our journey, what’s important is that this healing of a 

genetic disorder did happen. And it happened using a treatment that was merely the induction of 

an hypnotic state of mind and the delivery within that state of mind, of some simple and direct 

healing words!  To my delight, upon reviewing the literature, I found that there were several other 

healing responses to hypnotic suggestion reported for this disorder during the years after 

Mason’s publication.   

 

While these healings were not as spectacular as Mason’s one, they were highly significant and 

created improvement of suppleness of skin, “wart” disappearance and increases in normal skin 

area in the people who were treated.  Wink (1961) who worked with two sisters aged 8 and 6 

years with the genetic disorder, reported up to 75% of the area of some body sections gaining 

normal skin growth; also, Sneck (1966) who treated a 20yr old woman and Kidd (1966) who 

worked with a 34yr old father and his 4yr old son showed similar healing responses.  How was 

this possible? 

 

I could go on and on in terms of giving you published reports, for example there are also a 

publications on a healing using hypnosis with healing suggestions in the condition pachyonychia 
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congenita (Mullins et al., 1952), a bullous nail and callous disorder, which Albert Mason himself 

refers to in a communication with the British Medical Journal in 1955.  This too is a congenital 

disorder, thus demonstrating that this healing effect was possible with another genetic disorder.   

 

My goal is not to shower you with publications and proofs; my goal is to help us all understand 

and open to the power within.  In this regard, Mason’s discovery was pivotal in showing us, a 

power we have, to heal, which is phenomenal.  Let’s be frank, this intervention altered something 

within the boy, at a level of his genes.  However, it came at a time when the scientific community 

did not have the wherewithal to record what was happening within the boy’s body, nor did they 

have the knowledge which we now do; re consciousness, and the fact that it is a data-filled 

intelligent force that works within laws now scientifically explainable within the field of quantum 

physics.  Unfortunately, back then, as Scwhartz, Stapp & Beauregard (2005) aptly point out, the 

medical field worked off a paradigm where: “all causation is required to be fundamentally 

mechanical”.  Meaning, there needs to be a thing that moves/alters a thing in order for it to be a 

real effect… Yes colleagues, “Thing” is the operative word here;  or, in other words, if it’s not solid, 

holdable or measurable, then it could not be involved in a healing!   

 

There was a great interest in this case at the time, as reflected in an article in Time magazine and 

several letters to the British Medical Journal e.g., one submitted by submitted by Dr. F. Ray Bettley, 

1952 states; “this demands a revision of current concepts of the relation between mind and body”.  

However, at that time, in spite of the evidence, there was no paradigm shift in medical thinking 

or in the overall scientific approach to healing which would integrate, the power of one’s mind in 

the process.  The saddest thing of all is, as I sit here writing this some 67 years later, is that there 

still hasn’t been!! Although my friends, I do believe that we are on the cusp of a paradigm shift. 

 

In a second submission by Albert Mason to the same journal, three years later, he refers to his 

first publication stating: “it will be recalled that the patient improved limb by limb in direct response 

to hypnotic suggestions, thus ruling out the possibility of spontaneous resolution”.  What Dr Mason 

is saying here is that this was not a case of spontaneous remission of the disorder which might 

have occurred anyway and had little or nothing to do with the, intervention.  This healing 

occurred body part, by body part, in direct correlation with those areas focused on within the 

suggestions delivered within each hypnotic healing session.  At the time, this fact was not taken 

up, or explored any further. 
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Years later, Dr Mason had been asked by the Dermatological Section of the Royal Society of 

Medicine to re-present his patient, which he did in January 1955.  As he does so, the boy is now a 

man of 19yrs of age, and he had been discharged from treatment three years prior.  Mason 

reports: “not only has there been no relapse, but his skin has continued to improve.  What is also 

surprising it that this improvement should continue without further treatment of any sort, hypnotic 

of otherwise”.   

 

Dr Mason, continues his report in a manner that brings us into the real, human tragedy of this 

disorder as he points out he improvement stating: “nowhere is there evidence of cracking and 

infection, which has been such a disabling and painful complication previously. The smell has also 

quite gone”.  A smell, would have been quite normal, since the boy was living with a dying, 

decaying thick layer of skin which could not flak-off normally, as our skin does. Thus with the skin 

staying and dying in the plaques, it was not allowing for the renewing of skin cells which can 

breathe and protect from infections!  Thus, bacteria would have been growing in this thick, old, 

flaking skin, causing a distinct odor.  An image of the man’s legs at 19yr of age are shown below 

(Figures 3 and 4) compared with 4 years earlier.  

 

 
FIGURE 3: SKIN OF RIGHT THIGH (A) BEFORE TREATMENT; (B) 4 YEARS AFTER TREATMENT BEGUN. 
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 FIGURE 4: LEGS SEEN FROM RIGHT (A) (PHOTO ON LEFT) BEFORE TREATMENT; (B) (PHOTO ON RIGHT) FOUR 

YEARS AFTER TREATMENT, 

SHOWING COMPLETE 

REGRESSION OF 

ICHTHYOSIFORM SKIN, IN SOME 

AREAS AND IMPROVEMENT IN 

OTHERS. (THE LEFT SIDES OF 

THE LEGS SHOWED THE SAME 

RESULTS.) 

 

(PRINTS WITH PERMISSION FROM 

AUG EDITION OF BRITISH MEDICAL 

JOURNAL, 1955) 

  

 

BIRTHING THE BOOK PROJECT: 

As I was saying earlier.  The story of the boy with warts, landed into my meditation with great 

force during September 2010.  However, in that sitting, a little later, I heard that despairing voice 

again: “HOW!? How? How? Can I get Paddy from Killafuddy, to realise that the power to heal his 

excema is within him?”.  I noticed too, that I felt fear.  Yes, fear danced around inside me, and I 

could imagine the response if I said, “Paddy, I know the steroid creams give you relief. However, 

there is a way to heal this, like I mean to actually HEAL it so it’s gone, and this is possible via a power 

which is accessible within you”. Yes I could well see that wiry farmer, would jump up from the 

therapy room chair, and make for the door toute suite, while muttering to himself; “who sent me 

to this nut job?!!”.    

 

As with all people starting into the practice of their new career, post initial qualification and 

graduation, there is a period of learning in the real world of practice.  I had, had good results with 

Irritable Bowel, Anxiety, Phobias and lack of motivation.  But even so, I was after enduring 4 years 

of being practically ignored by the medical practitioners in my area.  I recall, one story which I 

will tell in full later, but it actually involved me trying to reach a certain general practitioner to 

discuss his patient before I began my hypno-analytical work with this man, and the GP was never 

available for my calls; like NEVER! So one morning I called his reception from outside the clinic 

door, only to be told after a moment on hold that the clinic was busy and the doctor could not take 
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the call, getting another polite; “would you like to leave a message?”.  I was leaving the message as 

I strolled through the empty waiting room!   

 

More on that later, however, to put things in perspective, I was now, finally, beginning to get GP 

referrals.  This had taken hard work with many, many patients and a good run of positive results.  

Could I risk, losing my hard earned reputation?  And I was a scientist for Christ’s sake…  How 

could I also risk the credibility I believed holding a PhD had brought me?  And yet, I totally 

understood Paddy storming off during my meditation.  I now knew that I too had been 

conditioned into thinking within the limited framework of the conventional medical model for 

years.  I had been the research scientist who had earned her PhD through experimental discourse, 

and who thrived in an area where one only accepted that which was measurable (yes it had to be 

an “it” that science could measure) and it had to be provable via scientific experimentation (of the 

“it”) and thus touting a whopping statistical difference of p<0.05 or better!   

 

Believe it or not guys we are still within this marathon meditation, and now Nora from 

Knocknalion, drifted in.  I felt my back stiffen.  Christ!  She would be a hard nut to crack!  Now, 

Nora was someone I knew for 4 years.  She was not a client, but my mind presented her as if she 

was; this was interesting.  I sat with her and wondered, how I could get her to accept that it’s her 

own thinking that’s generating the bile that pours from her mouth, and flows as words towards 

her man, and that this is generating the rift between her and this easy going, kind-hearted, albeit 

super-soft, husband?? 

 

And yet, as I sat in this virtual session, I was feeling only compassion for her, because I knew that 

some hard-earned Belief Systems (or BS!) which were driving her to behave this way.  And I knew 

that she was totally unaware consciously of same.  However,  if you witnesssed the piercing, nigh 

on aggressive stare this lady was meeting me with in my mind’s eye, you would fully understand 

my stiff back and the agitation and frustration my healer-teacher-self was feeling.  She was a 

formidable lady, working high up in the Health Service Administration and as we faced each other, 

it felt like we were sitting on opposite sides of the Grand Canyon. The chasm between us, was 

stuffed with her deep and pain-filled belief systems, which were cushioned in years of conditioned 

automatic responses, which appeared like mallows upon which were floating layers of delicious 

chocolaty self-protecting bitterness.  No-one would be allowed to walk across that terrain, and if 

they did, I feared, they would drown in her bitter-sweet cocktail of self-protection, never to 

emerge.   
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I felt an overwhelming urge to run!  Suddenly, sitting at a nice neat checkout till in the local 

supermarket, scanning items and chatting to the locals, felt like my perfect career.  I envied my 

friends in our local Spar: cheerful, always helpful, and in my mind’s eye, free…. And yet, some 

force would not let me slip out the back door and leave this KNOWING that was welling up inside 

me.  A conscious awareness that there was a KNOWING force within each and every one of us, 

which when tapped into leads us to heal, to overcome and to excel.   I had, after all travelled to 

London for the second course within 14 months.  The previous one with the master of 

Transforming Therapy™, Gil Boyne (a formidable man, who refused to use his PhD title, even 

though he had been given five honorary PhD titles from notable universities for his contributions 

to humanity and positive change techniques).  After that training with Gil, my depth and efficiency 

as a hypno-psychotherapist had flourished.  I could now truly bring a much higher percentage of 

people to experience a full-on, deep hypnotic trance, like the one I felt sure Albert Mason had 

engendered with the young boy.  Yes, I was already hooked and had obviously just been on the 

edge ready to tip over into this paradigm shift in consciousness which I was experiencing.    

 

Yes, this medical module, this year, was a catalyst that fired up every part of everything I had ever 

done to date. Everything I had known or studied up to this point; surprisingly enough, including 

my degree studies in Biochemistry and my PhD research and physiology skills.  And of course, I 

had finally found full validation for the healing I had experienced personally during the previous 

15 years.  That’s another story, but suffice to say, I had a traumatic accident where I was attacked 

by a bull, after which I suffered from undiagnosed Post Traumatic Stress Disorder for a year, and 

subsequently suffered depression and a hefty pain killer addiction!! Anyhoo… that’s a story for 

later on.. For now, in this advanced medical hypnosis training in London, I had found a tribe of 

fellow seekers, believer and doers.  I felt buoyed up in a manner that I had never quite experienced 

before.  Therefore, even though this lady sitting across the chasm before me, was metaphorically 

on another mind-set-planet, full of fear, blame and victimhood yet convinced she was justified; I 

could feel her, and I could see HER, and I  knew that she was fundamentally the same as anyone 

else who attended. Yes! She was suffering too.    

 

And then, I landed. There was a sudden whoosh of relief and the agitation was no more.  In it’s 

place there was a vast, empowering KNOWING. A passionate sense that all was well with the 

world, all happening perfectly.  I had a sense that it’s ok. Yes, OK!! Even the suffering is OK (sounds 

nuts I know!).  But it was an absolute KNOWING, within which there was an obviousness that we 

humans are still evolving.  Yes! Our consciousness is still evolving and as such, it was completely 

natural for us, not to have all the answers; YET.  Trust me this one takes a bit of describing, but 
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for now all I recall is that I sat there for what seemed like a wonderful long comfortable time, tears 

streaming down my face, in awe of the simplicity of it all.   

 

I now had a felt KNOWING that there was only one goal and we were all part of this universal 

objective.  That of elevating consciousness.  To me this was a felt purpose, that involved opening 

the closed minds and nurturing the open minds to the KNOWING which pervades all.  If only there 

was a language that people could hear this through. As a child reared in a strong Roman Catholic 

faith, I recall wondering was that what it had meant in the bible when it spoke of the apostles 

speaking in tongues so that all people’s could hear?  Yet, here in my small therapy room, on the 

hill, above the lake, there was no sign of the Holy Spirit descending upon me and blessing me with 

a language to tell EVERYONE so they could hear and understand.  

 

I knew in that moment that I would have to do it the regular, old fashioned, human way.  I was a 

scientist and a pretty good one at that, and I was now feeling a hunger to pull together the science, 

and the experiential evidence and to portray it interestingly, and perhaps I could translate it into 

a simple, understandable story that would explain, how a lady could grow back bone in her spine!! 

Or that boy heal a genetic disorder. Or how all the people in a study with Non-responding-

depression, recovered so significantly via mindful and cognitive alterations in their day to day… 

It was all piecing together now. It was all the one jigsaw.  My role became clear.  My role was to 

research and to translate… and thus give people the pieces in one box.   

 

Panic whooshed up from the pit of my stomach… “TOO BIG!!! ARE YOU MAD?!!” echoed in my head.  

“Go for it”, resonated from my heart.  My heart calmed the waves of panic in my thinking mind.  

Ok, I could review the literature… I had done it once before for my PhD thesis and that took me 

years too.  What with having that accident in my final year, when I was attacked by that bull! And 

the acute post-traumatic stress disorder that ensued, undiagnosed for the first year!  That had 

been a formidable journey that seemed undoable on many occasions.  Yes it had taken me six 

years to complete my PhD, and that was working on it full time!  And I knew instinctively that this 

too would take time, and that was ok.  I may be fiery and impatient in many ways, but I am 

tenacious.  My heart reminded myself that I know how to know good science, and how to translate 

it…. Yes! I knew I could translate it in a manner that it could be understood, easily, and thus held 

within the psyche of the receiver like a treasure.  I had always known that KNOWLEDGE was 

power, but today I felt the ultimate truth, that KNOWING is KING!  I needed to help people reach 

their KNOWING selves. Perfect! The game was on.  
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I began immediately with each new client.  Now I worked differently.  Instead of sitting and 

chatting, sourcing the way “in” and then dipping into trance work, regressing to cause and 

transforming that old false belief system that was keeping them stuck.  I did more, much more.  

You may wonder why not stick with that model? Sounds good!! And it is more than good, it is 

BRILLIANT!  However, one can overcome a self-limiting BS and be free of it which is incredible, 

awesome and liberating; yet they can be totally unaware of the consciousness that is involved or 

event that it was something within the session that generated the change.   

 

However, while free-er one may not have gained the essence of the power within them-selves to 

achieve this and more.  So, now I had flipcharts and markers in the room.  I began to develop a 

simple model of mind.  And whatever the person was presenting with, was discussed through this 

model of MIND.  It included their conscious thinking self, their unconscious, subconscious, 

negative and self-limiting beliefs, energy….and more… You name it! I had it in there.  But I always 

kept it simple.    

 

To my amazement, the results of my work began to expand into areas and with people that it had 

not previously been accessible to.  When it was relevant, I dropped in a piece of this healing matrix 

that I was now finding words for, and backing with science.  But this was not just talk.  I was up 

on my feet, drawing it on the board.  Moving around the room,  acting out different aspects of the 

mind… Hiding behind the flipchart and speaking as the voice from within does, when we are self 

-flagellating, doubting, lost.   People engaged with it, laughed, and would enthusiastically join in 

saying things like “I know that’s exactly what I say to myself… when I can’t do it”… They often 

thought I was a bit mad and sometimes told me so!!  But most importantly I was getting through. 

More and more these wonderful mind’s were opening to the possibility.  Yes the Portal to 

Permanent Positive Change was opening and the light shining through.  

 

And then one day a lady who was finishing up her series of therapy looked at me and said; “what 

are you doing here on your own?”   I was standing at the flipchart, pen in hand.  We had just 

summarized her learnings, realizations and the positive changes that she was experiencing and I 

replied; “Well Jane, I work on my own, it’s a one woman show here!”...  She smiled and continued; 

“No, I mean, it’s just me sitting in this small room, hearing all of this. There should be hundreds of 

people in the room…this needs to be out there”.   Much to my own surprise, I heard myself 

answering that I had a course I had been preparing and that this was all about to change… (“You 

DO?” A super surprised inner me chirped up!)... “Excellent”, she continued: “I think you should call 
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this lady, she has been looking for someone to give a course on self-empowerment, and self-

development to a group of ladies in town…”  I took the number, called that lady, the late, and 

wonderful, Brigget Orr and met up with her 3 days later.  She needed someone now, and so five 

days later I began the first course I ever gave, entitled “The Power of KNOWING”.   

 

There were 12 wonderful ladies in this course.  I recall driving in the first evening and wishing I 

could turn the car around and bail!! I was terrified!  What had I gotten myself into? I only had a 

flip chart, some colored pens and printed images which I had cellotaped to the pages of the flip 

chart to make it look interesting.  I had no computer, no powerpoint slides, no videos to support 

my tale’s of this inner power and the wonderful KNOWING that is within us.  It felt like there was 

just me, and the passion which that old agitation had transmuted into!   Yet in hindsight I see that 

I had so much more…. I also had the knowledge I had gleaned from a wonderful box set of Gil 

Boyne’s entitled, “How to teach Hypnosis”, which he had given me in 2009, the year before he 

died.   

 

It was the final day of another mastermind course, with Gil in Transforming TherapyR   and you 

guessed right, I was in London!  And I up at the back of the room, heading for the door.  I was 

sneaking off an hour early to catch my Friday evening RyanAir flight back to Shannon on the West 

Coast of Ireland.  He stopped the class as I reached the door and called after me; “IRISH!!” (he 

always called me that), “Come here”.  I obeyed, with a smile; not many would say no to Gil!! As I 

approached, he told the class to continue with something and he whispered: “how much change 

have you left in pounds?” I was surprised and told him exactly, it was £42 and some change.  I had 

counted it earlier, as I intended to spend it on a couple of big Toblerone’s at the airport for my 

sons and maybe treat myself to something small.  He turned away and when he turned back to 

me, he was holding several DVD’s, and a12-CD set too.  

 

“Here”, he held them out to me and then he did something I will never forget.  He looked into my 

eyes, he held my stare, and with depth and meaning he said:  “YOU, should have these Irish, YOU 

should have these”.  I felt my heart well with pride and awe. In that moment I felt seen 

professionally, spiritually and completely.  I had shared with Gil one evening, earlier during this 

week, while we were all out for an Indian at a local restaurant, that I had intended to leave the 

field of Hypnotherapy before I came over.  He listened intently and I shared that lately, so deep 

did I feel the despair of not reaching people at an adequate level, that I was drowning in my own 

doubt.  I had also, shared with the whole class the day before, that even though I saw a significant 
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proportion of my clients in a deep trance state, I was confounded with a feeling that it was not 

REAL!  Gil had invited me to join him the very next day: “you and me Irish, here on this stage, first 

thing in the morning; lets fix that!”.  

 

I had tossed and turned all night.  I knew that I would not humor him, or try to please him, and I 

knew that if I could open my eyes the next morning during his attempts at hypnotic induction, 

then, I definitely would!!  And the next morning at the front of the class, I did!  Yes, I opened those 

eyes of mine which he had said might feel glued together. And my doubting Thomas felt 

exonerated and it did a victory dance while I met Gil’s eyes with a combination of rebellion and 

dismay.  He met my eyes point blank and I heard a distant command, and I physically realized that 

my arm felt like it was made of steel and I could NOT bend it. Oh Boy! Did I try… I think I was 

going into a sweat with the effort and then he shouted “SLEEP!!” as he gently, yet strongly pulled 

me towards him, and I felt myself slump onto his chest!   

 

What ensued was pure bliss.  I was aware yet unaware. I was aware of the clock ticking clearly 

way down there at the back of the large seminar room.  And the breathing of someone, sitting 

quiet near the front.  Both resounding equally.  I could feel the rhythm of his heart and the sound 

of his voice echoing in his chest.  He was flopping my arms and stuff, and talking to the class; using 

me as a demo,  but I didn’t care… I was gone, yet there, I was aware intensely, yet completely 

unaware, and I was more relaxed than I can safely say I had been in my entire life!  And there 

were no thoughts, NONE.   Just, awareness.  He had done it. He had proved to me, the existence of 

this phenomenal, altered state of consciousness.  Of course, I only realized all that afterwards… 

because during it all there was only the experience… and that was perfection.  

 

So, here we were at the end of the course, on the Friday evening, actually later that same day 

during which he had induced me into a full-on hypnotic trance, and I had been sneaking off early 

to catch my flight.  And now he was offering me over £300 worth of material… for £30; “Keep 

enough to buy yourself a coffee and a snack; is that ok for you?” he asked gently.  It totally was, I 

had my Oyster card to get me on the tube to the airport and I really needed nothing else.  The 

Toblerone’s could have gone on my card!  And so, I left with a nod from himself, which filled me 

with pride, and all his material.  My only concern as I left that room, and Gil for the last time I 

would see him alive, was how to store them all,  and time, I needed to get going… I was rushing 

after all and it was a RyanAir flight!!   
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From that day on, and for over a year, I listened to it all, I viewed it all; over and over, and then 

over and over again; pausing it, rewinding on certain bits and then over again, for the full year up 

to the Medical Hypnosis course which we were just discussing.  And now here I was driving to my 

own first group, and I was the teacher.  Gil had passed away in May, within the week before I 

attended the Medical Hypnosis course with his colleague and dear friend Dr John Butler… I missed 

him as if I had known him intimately all my life… and his material resonated with me completely.  

His approach fitted my mind, like a glove and a hand… He was one of the tribe.   Had this all had 

an impact on the catharsis I experienced in 2010 at the end of the Medical Hypnsosis Masterclass?  

I believe that it did, most definitely.  I believe I had been primed, to hear, to see, to open to the 

possibilities, and to feel the KNOWING in the depths of me.  God Bless Gil, and thank you.  

 

So here I was in 2010, beginning my first “Power of KNOWING” course for 12 wonderful ladies in 

Nenagh, County Tipperary.  The pattern was always the same.  Before I got in there and stood in 

front of them I was terrified, felt like a fraud and wanted to bolt.  And as soon as I begun the class, 

KNOWING took over and the whole evening just flew by.  These ladies were my founding 

members, and boy did they challenge me?   

 

I began to create handouts that summarized what I had covered. And as I moved from presenting 

to one group and on to another, these notes expanded. Then one day a lovely lady, called Maria, 

asked if it would be ok if she sent a copy of her notes to her sister in Canada.  They had been 

chatting about the classes and she was interested in my notes.  And so it began; not as a 

preplanned write a book project, but like this… organically… One batch of notes led to another 

and so it has continued for many years.  This book you are reading, is as a result of all these classes, 

all the attendee’s questions and profound insights, trawling through tonnes of research, courses 

I attended….  This book is also the result of my own growth and maturation during these 10 years, 

both personally and professionally.  

 

And so this book began as handouts for a simple model of mind, and this model is still the 

foundation of this book.  Thus, we begin with an introduction to this model of mind.  Over the 

years I engaged in a depth of exploration that has led me to the intelligence of life-force energy, 

consciousness and the power of the human mind. This journey included researching the evolution 

of not just us, but specifically that of our thinking mind and our consciousness.   The book reflects 

the journey within my courses; beginning with a fundamental model of mind, upon which the 

more complex and phenomenal matrix is set; but in a simple piece by piece fashion.    
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To support the evolution of the JigSaw, the book is set out in two parts.  Part 1: I call “The Basics” 

and Part 2: “A Deeper Look”.  

 

And so, we begin, with Part 1, Chapter 1, introducing us to our model of mind.  Like an architect 

begins with the foundation before the structure goes up, and the finesse is applied.  So too, we 

will build on this simple model of mind.   

 

Welcome.   
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CHAPTER 1 

OUR MIND 

 

We often hear about the Conscious mind and the SubConscious mind, but of course we do not 

have two minds. We have one mind. This one mind of ours functions through many different 

states; some of which we are aware of, but most of which we are completely unaware. The state 

we are aware of, we call the Conscious state. The state of mind that we are not aware of, we call 

Sub-Conscious for it is below or outside of our Conscious awareness.  

 

FIGURE 5: THE CONSCIOUS AND SUBCONSCIOUS MIND (LIKE AN ICEBERG THE BULK OF MIND LIES BENEATH 

THE SURFACE). 

 

“OUR SUBCONSCIOUS MIND LIES BENEATH THE SURFACE OF OUR CONSCIOUS AWARENESS” 

 

Because we are so used to the Conscious/SubConscious terminology; I will use it throughout the 

book.  However, I need to take a moment and define what I mean when I speak of Sub-Conscious.  

In my definition, the SubConscious is the, “other-than-Conscious”; for it applies to all that is 

functioning within and through Mind, yet outside of our Conscious awareness.  When I speak of 

our SubConscious, I am referring to an aspect of mind, that we are not usually Consciously aware 

of.  Similarly, when I mention our Conscious mind, I am referring to the state of mind through 
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which we are experiencing our Conscious aware selves.  Like, right now, you are aware of yourself 

reading (or listening to) this book, thus you are Consciously aware of these words. 

 

Like the tip of the iceberg (Figure 5), is what we see from a boat on the ocean, our Conscious mind, 

is the aspect of mind through which we experience our regular wakeful Consciousness. It is the 

obvious bit of our Mind, it is our daily, cognitive, thinking mind.  In the model of mind I have 

created for this our journey into the basics;  I call the Conscious mind the “Thinky-Tip”.   Our 

Thinky-Tip, is that part of mind through which we do our Conscious-thinking, questioning and 

planning. It functions from the moment we wake up until we go to sleep.  Therefore, when “we” 

sleep, the “we” that is sleeping is our Conscious Thinky-Tip, self (Figure 6).  

 

Using our Conscious thinking mind, we can in the short-term remember and process from 5 to 9 

things, pretty much all at the same time. Hence the length of phone numbers before the age of 

digital storage!  It has been an interesting challenge for some of our finest scientific mind’s to try 

to estimate the capacity of the human mind.  In computing terms, a “bit” is the smallest unit of 

data that exists.  When researchers began to measure the information processing capabilities of our 

“Thinky Tip,” i.e., of our conscious activities, such as reading or piano playing, they came up with a 

maximum capability of less than 50 bits per second.   

 

However, estimates are, that the SubConscious sensory mechanism gathers some 11 million bits per 

second from our  environment (ref).  Therefore, the iceberg analogy works well when describing the 

Thinky-Tip compared with the vast SubConscious.  Also, the analogy works in terms of the Iceberg’s 

tip which is obvious to us, and the massive deep ice, which is not!  Like viewing an iceberg from a 

boat floating on the surface; we cannot see the bulk of the iceberg beneath; yet, we know it is 

there. Thus, it is normal not be aware of our SubConscious mind in each waking moment; yet we 

know it is there and functioning all the time.  It never sleeps (Figure 6). 

 

Our SubConscious mind, has also been termed our Unconscious Mind. This is a misleading term, 

for it tends to bring up images of something “not functional” or “out of it”, like a boxer that has 

been knocked unconscious. Nothing could be further from the truth, for literally anything that 

occurs within us, that is outside of our Conscious awareness, is by definition Sub-Conscious.  

 

  

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/environment
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FIGURE 6: CONSCIOUS MIND IS ASPECT OF MIND THAT SLEEPS! 

 

 

 

To simplify and summarize the functionality of our SubConscious, I will divide it’s functionality 

into two main categories; physical and mental. We will look at the physical functionality first.  

 

Our Subconscious & It’s Physical Functionality:  

Our SubConscious is like a central computer through which all bodily functions are instigated and 

coordinated. Some of these physical functions have a Conscious component to them, most don’t.  

Our heartbeat, our breathing, our digestion and many other physical functions are run outside of 

our Conscious awareness and control. We don’t Consciously think about our heart to get it to beat. 

Neither do we engage in thinking about our digestion; to speed it up!!  There are, however, lots of 

physical functions that have a Conscious component to them; like the process of picking up a glass 

in order to, take a drink.  

 

However, even these physical actions are the result of a myriad of processes, the majority of which 

are SubConscious. While we may Consciously have a desire to pick up a glass of milk, and we 

Consciously set the intention to drink it, we are not Consciously creating all the interactive 

neurological, muscular and sensory processes which occur while picking up the glass, placing it 

to our lips, tilting it and allowing the milky-fluid flow across our lips in a manner that prevents 

any spills!! These sensory inputs and neuro-physiological events occur automatically 
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(SubConsciously) in response to our Conscious intention to take that drink and of course our 

decision to, actually do so.  

 

Now I realize, that you know all this! However, we are deliberately having an explicit look at 

things that we tend to take for granted.  And that’s ok. To take these things for granted is ok. We 

are not meant to think about this natural, automatic stuff, on a moment to moment basis. 

However, our goal is to understand how, a healing like that experienced by the boy with “warts” 

can happen, and many, many more healings too.  We are journeying, so we can get a grasp on how  

healings, both physical and emotional occur; healings that are mostly believed to be beyond the 

realms of possibility within our highly professional medical and mental health models.  In order 

to do this, we need to explore many, many, things that we may not have considered before; 

somethings that are so obvious and other, not so obvious, yet thoroughly interesting facts.   

 

Right now, the piece of the jigsaw we are looking at, has to do with our SubConscious (Figure 7), 

so please, bear with me as I make explicit, some of the basic functions of the SubConscious!! 

Remember, this is “Part 1 : The Basics” and this is all leading somewhere very, very exciting and 

EMPOWERING. 

 

FIGURE 7: OUR SUB-CONSCIOUS MIND STORES ALL OUR LEARNINGS, MEMORIES AND BELIEF-SYSTEMS. IT IS 

CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING TRILLIONS OF FUNCTIONS ALL AT ONCE! 
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Our Subconscious Psychic (Mental) Self:  

We’ve had a brief look at some physical functionality, now let’s look at the other primary function 

of the SubConscious; i.e.,  the PSYCHIC element.  When I was writing this book, I gave it to my dear 

older brother Mícháel to read (RIP).   When he saw this word “psychic”, he came back to me 

immediatley  with advice saying: “Martina, I fear no one will take you seriously! You  mention 

Psychic stuff!! That’s not science!”.  He was thinking along the lines of Psychic, as in Psychic Medium 

and all that which he, as a rational and highly intelligent man, definitely considered, “woo woo”.  

He had highlighted something that I am sure would have thrown quite a lot of people off the scent 

of truth and self-empowerment.  I recall, my response; which went something like: “ Hey Mícháel, 

the word psychic comes from “Psyche” and although it has its origins in Greek mythology where it 

meant “breath/life/soul”; it is now a word that relates to Mind, i.e., all that is, other-than the Physical 

and Physiological”.  And yes, Psychic and Psyche are so close in etymology, yet they can hold vastly 

different meanings.  I want to take this wee space to thank my big bro for his many insightful edits 

to my first drafts of this book.   

 

At a Psyche level, our SubConscious mind acts as both a vast data storage unit and data processor. 

It stores all our memories, everything we have ever learned, everything that we have experienced 

and even memories that we may “Consciously” consider, as forgotten.  Memories of events that 

we may not have an awareness of, as having occurred at all!  It also stores our beliefs, our 

conclusions and our status on pretty much everything.  Our SubConscious, is the aspect of mind, 

through which all our experiences are channeled and cross referenced, at phenomenal speeds, so 

that we can draw conclusions on just about everything.  These are syphoned off and enter into 

our consciousness as decisions, opinions and feelings.   

 

For example; have you ever had something that you were finding difficult to make your mind up 

about? Perhaps which car to purchase, or which job offers to accept, or whether to approach 

someone about something that was bothering you? Have you had something that was a problem 

and you knew you needed to sort it out, but you couldn’t think of a solution? Well not straight 

away, anyway! While sharing your problem with a friend, perhaps they advised that you stop 

stressing and “Sleep on it!!”  Why do people say this? Well the answer is because, while we “sleep 

on it” what we are doing is two-fold: 1) we are switching off our Conscious thinking self 

(Remember? “as I sleep the “I” that is sleeping is my Conscious self”) and 2) we are providing time 

and space for our “other-than-Conscious-mind” to mull it over, without, interference from 

Conscious mind activity.   
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This Conscious-time-out, allows for solutions to arise.  You may ask: “How does this happen? Surely 

when we are not thinking about a solution, then there is nothing going on?”  Not so, you see, while 

we are busy, not, Consciously thinking about something, there is a whole other, arena of  “thought” 

going on. Yes! You read that right! There is thinking going on that is other-than-Conscious.   

 

Subconsciously knowing, without consciously “knowing” is something that is discussed in a very 

interesting and understandable manner in a book entitled “BLINK: The Power of Thinking 

Without Thinking” (Gladwell, 2005).  In this book Malcolm Gladwell presents several factual 

stories demonstrating that someone can know something without “knowing” why or how they 

do! In order to keep a distinction between these different types of knowing, I will write the 

knowing that is conscious and available to us through our “thinky-tip”, with inverted commas, 

and all in lower case; ie., “knowing”.   

 

Gladwell’s is a very cleverly written book demonstrating that there is an intelligence that exists 

below the surface of consciousness; an intelligence that is faster and often far more accurate than 

that of our conscious thinking mind. Studies have explored the value of this “other-than-

Conscious” -thought. A study carried out by a Dutch based Psychology Research Team has 

demonstrated the value of allowing time for this Sub-Conscious thought to occur (by the way, 

they call it, “Unconscious-Thought”; which is a good term for it, considering we are not Conscious 

of this thinking at all!).  Specifically, they studied three groups of people (see 1, 2 & 3 below). Their 

study has shown that when people are put in a situation where they need to make a decision, 

based on exposure to a significantly large amount of information; that those who engaged in  

- 1Unconscious-Thought,  

fared better than those who either:  

- 2Decided immediately (i.e., they engaged in neither Conscious Thought nor “Unconscious-

Thought”)  

or those who  

- 3Consciously thought intensely about the data and then, made a decision without having 

engaged in “Unconscious-Thought”.  

 

The result?!  Well the two groups 2&3 above, did not fare as good as the group who had time and 

space for “Unconscious-Thought” to occur. 
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I invite you to pause and consider the benefits of Sub-Conscious thinking! 

The people, who after exposure to all the facts, were immediately distracted for a set period of 

time1; did best in the decision making.  This distraction meant they could not Consciously think 

about the factors they had been shown (and obviously, said distraction prevented them from 

making a decision).  They were literally, not allowed time for Conscious thought, but, and now 

here is the clincher; they were allowed time!  This meant there was time during which “Un-

Conscious thought” could occur.  The Result? The “Unconscious-Thought-group” 1, fared better 

than the others every time!! (Diijksterhuis, 2004). 

  

Important to “know”  

YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS  

HAS A THINKING MECHANISM TOO ! 

 

The results of these studies show the benefits of giving ourselves the time, when making a 

decision, for Un-Conscious thinking to occur. Based on these results we are advised not to make 

a decision, that involves numerous variables, based on a Conscious thought process alone. We are 

advised to always allow time for Un-Conscious processing of the information to occur.  Of course, 

we have always KNOWN this; and surely this is apparent when we consider the simple wisdom 

in the old adage:  

“SLEEP ON IT!” 

 

Here is another way to look at it. If there was something you needed to make a decision on, like 

stocks or shares, or which school to send your child too, and I showed you lots and lots of 

information on share options and/or various schools. Then, the exact moment i.e., immediately, 

when you had taken it all in, if I enchanted you into a deep sleep, thus preventing you from 

thinking Consciously about it; then the science indicates that you would make a better decision 

after that trance-sleep! You would make a better decision than if you had continued to think and 

think and think about the data, and then forced yourself to make your decision there and then.  In 

this example where I tranced you into a deep sleep, the sleep prevented you from Consciously 

thinking about the data and it also allowed you time for your SubConscious to process the data.   

 

Now it is not practical to nod off to sleep every time you need to make a decision; therefore one 

of the goals that I would love you all to be motivated to achieve; is to learn how to Consciously 
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create a state of being in which you are not thinking.  This leads us to one of the most basic values 

of learning meditation and/or mindfulness/ or self-hypnosis; for it is during these practices that 

we are training ourselves to experience “other-than-thinking” states at will, and obviously we are 

doing so, while we are awake and thus also Conscious.  Exactly, like I was when Gil Boyne 

hypnotized me at the front of that masterclass in London!  

 

Important to “know”  

Learning 

how to create, at will, a state of being which allows 

your SubConscious-Thinking-Mechanism  

to do It’s Powerful Work  

is valuable  

 

 

A MEASURE OF THE POWER OF OUR MIND! 

I am fully aware of how people’s eyes glaze over when I begin to speak of the power within etc. 

etc… And that our SubConscious has such a humongous power capacity compared to our Think-

Tip alone.  It is an all too regular occurrence. Therefore, before I continue, I think it’s a good time 

to consider the actual power of our mind in terms of something measurable like computer 

processing power. So, let’s make it more tangible. I wish I had definitive data for you, however, 

across all the scientists in all the fields of science, none have yet been able to definitively calculate 

the number of processing interactions, that our whole mind facilitates in any one second.  There 

is, however some good work done on measuring our brain processing power.     

 

Here, I am going to introduce you briefly to a concept and then leave it for Part 2 of the book, 

when we take “A deeper look”.  The concept is a differentiation between Mind and Brain.  You see, 

in almost all, of the scientific studies which aim to scientifically quantify our mind processing 

power, the focus is on trying to calculate the power of our brain.  Most scientists however, have 

neither used the term mind, or explicitly considered it as a separate entity to brain.  The 

presumption in most realms, is that the brain is synonymous with Mind.  Nothing could be further 

from the truth (more on this in Part 2).  However, the brain is the neural pinnacle of our 

neurological system, which spans our whole body, including our gut and our heart, both of which 

have their own neuron networks.  And therefore, the brain is a good place to start, since we have 

some solid data on that.   
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As I write this article, the top supercomputer in the world is situated at the Oakridge National 

Laboratory, USA.  The performance of Supercomputers is measured in units of measure called, 

flops, or the amount of processing calculations occurring per second.  My laptop as I write this in 

2019/20, is capable of several teraflops, or trillions of calculations per second.  Sounds 

impressive, and it is if you are reading this in the 20’s (however I am curious as to where this will 

end up in the later decades?!!).  However, supercomputers are in another league, with the one at 

Oakridge, processing at a rate of 150 petaflops.  A peta-FLOP is a quadrillion calculations/second, 

ie., one thousand trillion, processing calculations per second.   Just to recap; laptop = trillions of 

calculations/sec ; supercomputer = thousands of trillions/sec (or quadrillions/sec!!).   

 

Now back in 2013 a team led by Drs Abigail Morrison and Markus Diesman, led the largest brain 

simulation test to date, using the Japanese “K” supercomputer.  This supercomputer had a 

processing capacity of 54 petaflops, ie, the power to carry out 54 thousand trillion processing 

calculations per second.  The simulation employed the entire “K” computer with all 8 of its 

processors. To help you imagine the size of this, the floor area of this super computer was 

approximately 404 m2 (4352 ft2); that’s over half the area Wimbledon’s number 1 tennis court and a 

bigger floor area than most of the houses considered, bigger than average, here in rural Ireland!   

Several of the world’s leading mathematicians and programmers from all over the world, 

collaborated on this experiment, and wrote algorithms that when ran in the supercomputer, were 

designed to simulate a brain network of,  “1.86 X 109 neurons and 11.1 X 1012 synapses”  as the were 

processing for 1 second (Kunkel, S., Schmidt, M; et. al., 2014).   

 

In this study, they were attempting to simulate the processing power of 1.86 billion nerve cells 

connected by/through 11.1 trillion synapses.  The result: a simulation process, which was 

simulating a mere one second of brain processing power, took this supercomputer, 40 minutes!  

I was seriously impressed when I first saw this data.  However, it is even more impressive when 

we take into account that, it is estimated that the human brain operates at 1 exa-FLOP, which is 

the equivalent of one billion, billion calculations per second.   

 

To further place this simulation, into perspective, research published in 2009, showed that the 

average male human brain has on average, 86.1 billion neurons. Thus we can see, that this 

simulation experiment was working with a fraction of the actual brain’s capacity, ie., at least 86 

times fewer neurons than actually exists in the brain  (Azevedo, et al., 2009).   Abigail Morrison 

one of the lead scientist’s tells us: “it took 2481.66 seconds to simulate 1 second of biological time” 
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(Kunkel, S., Schmidt, M; et. al., 2014) and let’s remember that this was when simulating only 0.022 

of the brain’s actual quantity of neurons!!!  Mind-Boggling, I know!!  However, I want you to take 

a moment to become aware of and consider that this is only Mind-Boggling for our Thinky-Tip! 

 

Yes! These math’s are baffling and begin to demonstrate the phenomenal capacity of our brains. 

I invite us to extrapolate these findings and reflect upon the vast capacity of our entire Mind.   

Conscious, SubConscious… where SubConscious is everything “other than conscious”.  You may 

be so in awe (as I was) with the phenomenal genius of our brain that you are presuming the brain 

does it all…. Well that’s not the case.  Let’s take one simple and expansive example to demonstrate 

that there is so much more going on in an intelligent fashion and this is “other than conscious” 

and “other than brain generated”.  For example the collaborative intelligence that generates new 

skin cells fresh in every organ, tissue and surface of our body, daily.  Here are a few sentences  

from a book entitled “Molecular Biology of the Cell” (Alberts, 2002) that summarize this perfectly:  

“the skin has basic requirements that must be satisfied …..  

• It needs mechanical strength, largely provided by a supporting framework of extracellular 

matrix, mainly secreted by fibroblasts.  

• It needs a blood supply to bring nutrients and oxygen and remove waste products and 

carbon dioxide, and this requires a network of blood vessels, lined with endothelial cells.  

• These vessels also provide access routes for cells of the immune system to provide defenses 

against infection: macrophages and dendritic cells phagocytose invading pathogens and 

help activate lymphocytes, which mediate more sophisticated adaptive immune system 

responses  

• Nerve fibers are needed too, to convey sensory information from the tissue to the central 

nervous system, and to deliver signals in the opposite direction for glandular secretion and 

smooth muscle contraction.”  

Our mind’s  power, is definitely one of those things, we take for granted.  

 

A super-computer the size of a tennis court  

cannot begin to match our inherent Mind-processing power and inherent genius 

 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/mboc4/A4754/def-item/A4877/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/mboc4/A4754/def-item/A5164/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/mboc4/A4754/def-item/A5164/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/mboc4/A4754/def-item/A5320/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/mboc4/A4754/def-item/A4952/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/mboc4/A4754/def-item/A4952/
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INTRODUCING KNOWING, THE DEEPER INTELLIGENCE 

As we were exploring a little earlier, our SubConscious has a thinking mechanism too.  Also, within  

our SubConscious there is a vast and expansive data processing capacity way beyond anything 

that technology can achieve.  As I was saying at the beginning, my definition of SubConscious is 

really that which is “of mind” or “accessible by or through mind” and yet is “Other than Conscious”.   

I know that is a bit of a mouthful, so let’s take a look at a couple of simple examples. 

 

Have you ever met someone for the first time and immediately, not trusted them? Say this was 

someone that you didn’t know anything about. You have just met them and have no concrete 

evidence that could lead you to distrust this person; and yet: “there is just something about them!”  

Yes!  Alright then, so we can ask ourselves : “what is that distrust response?”, and “where does it 

come from?”.  Many would call this is an intuitive response.  Intuition is believed to give us the 

ability to know something without giving recourse to rational or logical reasoning.  

 

We experience intuitive responses all the time.  They are snap decisions made somewhere outside 

of our Conscious awareness; i.e., within our SubConscious.  In this trust example, the snap decision 

is made, and a message arrives into consciousness that says; “DO NOT TRUST THIS PERSON!”. Of 

course, you do not hear a voice telling you this, and there are no words floating into your mind. 

That is because intuition is not a “thought”, nor is it spoken.  Intuition is a felt-response, a 

sensation, a felt “knowing” beyond words (Figure 8).  We know that we know, yet we don’t 

Consciously know why! 

 

This felt-response occurs, as a result of the SubConscious processing tons of information that we 

have un-consciously picked up, from this person.  For example, we pick up information from body 

language, facial expressions, tone of voice, language used, even the vibrational frequency of their 

energy (or their vibes!).  Each of these pieces of information that the mind picks up, are like the 

pieces of data in the brain simulation experiment. And we know from that work that simulating a 

mere one second of brain processing power, took the supercomputer, 40 minutes!  However, the 

processing of the observations made about the person, and the creation of a conclusion based on 

all of them, occurs at lightning speed. And that conclusion, in this example, is passed into our 

Conscious awareness as a feeling or sensation of distrust.   
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If someone asked you immediately upon feeling the distrust. “Why do you not trust this person?”. 

You would struggle to “know” consciously why?  It would be difficult to find the words to define 

why. This inability to put words on something, or to report verbally on your conclusion, indicates 

that the answers are not yet available to Conscious awareness and the conclusion has therefore 

arisen in your SubConscious (Bargh & Morsella, 2008).  

 

FIGURE 8: INTUITION IS NOT A THINKING EXPERIENCE! IT IS A “FEELING” THAT IS NOTICED BY OUR 

CONSCIOUS MIND AND HAS ITS SOURCE IN OUR SUBCONSCIOUS….  

 

Important to “know” 

Intuition is a felt knowing, not a thinking knowing. 

 

 

INTUITION 

 “TO TRUST OR NOT TO TRUST, THAT IS THE QUESTION?”:  

The face of between, trusting the intuitive gut feeling or trusting evidence-based rationally 

derived proof continues in the fields of psychology, economics, science and well… every field of 

expertise really!  Yes indeed, there is great academic debate ongoing.  After 15 years studying and 

exploring at both Conscious and deeper SubConscious levels, I have, come to the conclusion that 

the best road includes a balance of both. Sometimes, intuition is right on the money, sometimes 

what we thought was accurate intuition, may have been feelings emanating from an old belief 

system held deep in our SubConscious, or perhaps a conditioned response.  What we thought was 

intuition may have been the experience of a feeling, that is felt in the now, because it was just 

triggered here in the now.  Yet, it has it’s source in our past, in our earlier experiences.  
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I realize, that I am introducing something that requires a whole section of this journey all to itself, 

so important is it that we grasp it, understand it and integrate this “knowing” into our lived 

experience moving forward.  Therefore, we will explore negative and restrictive belief systems 

(BS) in great detail later in our journey as we will conditioning.  For to know and understand 

these is vital.   

 

To the enlightened mind, an awareness of pure intuitive guidance becomes as familiar to us as 

our breath; however, before we have this awareness, we can mis-take a felt response as instinct 

or intuition.   To share an example of this, I recall holding a meeting with a colleague’s business 

partner back in 2002.  From the moment we met, I felt uncomfortable.  I tried to rationalize it as 

it was happening, I told myself; “this meeting is so important; you are just nervous Martina, 

breathe!!”.  However, I could not settle for the whole meeting.  Actually, as a result of how 

unsettled I was, I could barely remember the key offer that was made in this important meeting.  

As I left, I decided I did not trust him and I told my colleague, who had introduced us, “thank you, 

but no thank you”.  He was perplexed and assured me that this gentleman was honourable and 

this could be a good deal.  

 

Rather than drop the deal, I decided to pause, and to sit on it for a few days.  In the interim, I sat 

with it in meditation: always asking the same question before each sitting “what was it about this 

man that created this feeling of distrust in this man?”.   I would bring the feeling back into my 

awareness and sit with it.  There were no revelations, no clouds parting or voices booming 

answers!  Nada for day one, day two…. however, on the night before I was set to tell this business 

man a definitive “no”;  I awakened with the image of his briefcase in my mind’s eye and with it, 

that same, sickening feeling was in my gut; exactly as I had felt during our meeting.  I paused, in 

that state between sleep and wakefulness, and then I had a realization.  It was the bag!  I had not 

seen one since… gosh, since I was 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 years old!  During each, and every one of 

those years! Because the headmaster at our two-teacher rural, west of Ireland school had carried 

this same bag into and out of our school every single day for years.  It was one of those high 

quality, leather bags like the ones doctor’s had years ago… Yes! Our business-man had the same 

bag. 

 

I remembered it sitting on his desk behind him and over his left shoulder, during the meeting.  It 

was in my line of vision, as I sat in front of him in the couch area in front of his desk. You may be 

wondering why I felt so unsettled by a bag.  And we will be looking at conditioned responses in a 
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little while, during another chapter.   The answer is because this was a conditioned response.  For 

now it is sufficient to share only a little on this teacher’s regular angry outbursts, expressed both 

physically and verbally, during my 8 years at that school from the age of 4 to 12.  The whole story 

would fill an entire book all on its own!  Truly, I have often thought that if someone made a film 

which included the beatings this grown man dished out to 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 year-old girls and 

boys, that the viewers would think it was exaggerated!   

 

Anyhoo!! Moving swiftly along; there it was, the source of the uneasy sickening feeling… that 

culminated in a feeling of “DIS-TRUST towards THIS business MAN”.   What is important to point 

out here, it that I had no Conscious memory of having seen that bag during our initial meeting at 

all!  No, I was too busy with my numbers, impressing him with my ideas and my business 

presentation etc., etc.  And yet, my “other-than-Concsious” had seen the bag, and an old response, 

from a terrifying time in my life had been triggered SubConsciosuly.  

 

So, “how” you may ask, if these kinds of things can happen, can we trust our intuition? Actually, 

one may wonder, “how we can trust our mind?”.  Can I hear a hooray from those readers in the 

rational-decision-only camp?  Those who would have always believed that one should only make 

decisions on fact, on data, and on experience?  Literally, like, really!! Surely one should only make 

decisions on that which is explicit!.. Yes, the victory bonfires are surely lit in that camp right now!! 

But not so fast!  As they say here in Ireland, “just to put the cat among the pigeons”  (or to stir it 

up!); here is another personally, lived example. 

 

I was 29yrs old and soon to be 30 when my first child, Cormac was due to be born.  I had been 

attending a private obstetrician in a sizeable hospital, with a reputable birthing centre, on the 

East coast of Ireland.  The Doctor in question was a highly respected obstetrician and considered 

a hard worker and diligent in his duty-of-care to his patients.  He had over 25 years of experience. 

As was the protocol, having gone 10 days past my due date, I was taken into hospital, for a 

standard induction.  Thirty-six hours later, after a long and arduous process of hefty pains and 

cramping in the wall of my womb, and what the nurses insured me was “labour”, my cervix had 

only opened 3 centimetres. This was the situation, even after an evening and overnight on a drip 

of Pitocin or some such oxytocin product, to induce the labour and move things along. 
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In the darkness of the early hours, my son’s heartbeat was getting highly irregular and there were 

huge concerns for his safety.  Then his heartbeat stopped for a few moments!  Panic ensued, my 

obstetrician was called at home and an emergency caesarian-section planned. 

 

I was taken to the pre-op preparation room, and there was a lot of frantic action going on around 

me.  My husband was left out of the operating theatre as this was standard practice when surgery 

was taking place.  I was working hard, not to panic… “Christ, what if my baby didn’t make it…?”  I 

was given a fresh line into a vein.  I lay profoundly still on the trolley.  Finally, it was time to head 

into the main theatre. I was told my Doctor was waiting for me.  One of the nurses, who felt like a 

chief-nurse (or something like that, I cannot fully recall who exactly) leaned over me with a 

document to sign.  Standard stuff before a surgery… She handed me the pen while she held the 

clipchart with the form at an angle for me.  She, as were all the staff present, was in earnest in 

their urgency to get me into surgery.  I paused with the pen in my hand, and the ballpoint on the 

line where my signature had to go…. And then something extraordinary happened.  I heard myself 

demanding that my husband be in the surgery with me.   

 

I did not sign the page and I looked at the nurse as I repeated my demand.  Now, I really mean this 

guys, I was as surprised as the nurse when I heard that demand resonating around the sterile 

prep room!!  It was as if I was listening to someone else saying it… and I recall noting that the 

voice I heard demanding his presence, was very, very, strong and yet very, very, calm.  

 

The woman was a senior, authoritative lady, and she said; “absolutely not; Mr X, does not allow 

anyone in his theater other than his staff. Come on, we need to get you in there…please sign this 

now”.  The clipboard with form and pen were held over my chest, and in towards my face with 

urgency, it was held facing me, so I could see the line which she was pointing at firmly.  As I looked, 

at the line, I felt my hand not budging.  I looked up.  Three nurses stared back. There was a 

palpable urgency in the room, because only 20 minutes or so, earlier, my baby’s heartbeat had 

stopped for a moment too long… they were waiting to get this done and dash me in for this much 

needed EMERGENCY surgery.   

 

Once again, I heard that same calm, strong voice say: “no, I will not sign that, until I know my 

husband will be in there with me”.  If I had rolled a grenade along the floor with the pin out, I think 
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the reaction would have been quite similar. They were riveted to the floor as if they could not 

process this… and yet there was an extreme urgency, we really needed to run!! 

 

The chief lady, leaned over me again, only this time she came very close and into my face she said 

in a threatening tone: “Do you want your baby to die? Let’s get on with this, now you stop this 

nonsense, you need to sign this…”.  She was in mid- sentence when I heard a calm KNOWING voice 

from deep within me say: “If that is what it takes!”… She flinched as if cut off at the knees, and I 

met her stare unwaveringly.  The KNOWING that I was saturated with was absolute.  I had no 

awareness of the exhaustion I had felt 30 minutes earlier after almost 48-waking hours, during 

most of which I had been writhing within the erratic painful throws of an induced (i.e., fake 

labour) and in this moment, she knew I was unmovable.   

 

Though I was on the flat of my back, it felt as if I was towering over her!  She sprung back from 

her hovering position, shooting bolt-upright with a snap and concurrent loud, snort as she 

swished around and disappeared at speed through the double doors beyond the soles of my feet…. 

What felt like an eternity passed.  Suddenly a clock on the wall somewhere ticked loudly, the other 

nurses were completely silent and just stood there.  She re-entered with a swish, and in a snappy, 

pissed off voice said: “he’s gowning up! Your husband! Are you happy NOW??”.  I looked at her for 

a moment, knowing this was the truth, I signed the form and was wheeled into the surgery. 

 

Shortly afterwards, my wonderful, blond, green-eyed, handsome son came into our lives.  He was 

amazing… he was well… the relief was ineffable, our love profound. And through it all, my calm, 

strong, loving husband Tom, sat, holding my hand and staring into my eyes. We were parents!! 

 

The significance of this event did not come to light for almost 10 months and it did not come into 

my consciousness for much longer.  In the meantime, I had no thoughts on it whatsoever. It 

actually never come into my mind.  I had never even spoke of it, not even to my husband.  It was 

as if, it had been put away somewhere by my mind.  Cormac had arrived safely on May 3rd, 1997, 

a whopping 10lbs 11.5 oz, and I had been busy with my wonderful new life… Then the following 

spring, there were murmurings of unusual happenings with my obstetrician. Some,  

”whistleblower” was raising a flag about the number of  caesarian hysterectomies that this Doctor 

was performing at the hospital.  In response, there was indignation from some fellow medical 

staff,  and many came forward to support him during what were termed “outrageous claims”.  His 
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supporters included several past patients who stated they had found the Doctor to be caring and 

professional. Many were claiming that this was a witch hunt.  It made great material for several 

radio talk shows, and the national news and papers over several months.  

 

However, in February 1999, one and a half years after my son’s delivery, the Doctor’s name was 

temporarily removed from the Medical Register by the High Court.  I was shocked.  Myself and 

two of my close friends who had also been his patients would meet and chat about it.  This felt 

surreal.  As the case unfolded, we were all horrified.  The ramifications of what we were hearing 

on the news and reading in the papers were just too big to process; stories of numerous 

unnecessary hysterectomies, performed on young women with many child bearing years ahead 

of them.  

 

My friend’s and I would meet in one of our homes, with our little one’s on our laps.  All of us 

breastfeeding, all of us in love with our babies and all feeling so grateful that we were safe and 

well.  These were our firstborns.  And honest to God, I still had not actually thought about the 

event in the prep room, and I don’t recall it even coming to my mind, as the case was gathering 

momentum.   It was as if I had blanked it!  Personally, I was beginning to struggle now though, 

and I was feeling the shock-rummaging’s of my old post traumatic stress disorder, which I had 

been steadily recovering from since 1992.  At the time, with my new baby, I did not know why I 

had post trauma symptoms again… not really… why now?  And it was not until the Doctor  was 

found guilty and permanently struck off the medical register that it all came flooding back…. the 

enormity of what I had experienced in the throw’s of a life and death emergency before my son 

Cormac was born, fully washed from the depths of my SubConscious into my Conscious Thinky-

Tip.   

 

What the investigation and court case revealed was that out of 188 peripartum hysterectomies 

carried out in the hospital over a 25-year period,  my consultant had performed 129 of them, and 

many of these had been in very young women of low parity.  To put this in perspective, the 

average consultant obstetrician carries out 5 or 6 of these operations in their entire career!   

   

So, what had happened during my prep for surgery? Was THAT, intuition??  It is very important 

that we do not get caught up in semantics and debates here defining terms!  One thing is a 

certainty, what had emerged from within me had definitely not had its origins in my Thinky-Tip. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parity_(medicine)
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Using my definitions within this model of mind, this experience was the result of something, 

which, while it may be on a spectrum upon which intuition may lie, it is far, far, more advanced 

and profound than that… What I had experienced in every cell and atom of my being that day as 

that form was shoved in my face, during a critical time while my baby’s life was in danger,  had 

been KNOWING.   A KNOWING which was definitely, other-than-Conscious in it’s origins and way 

more powerful in its absolute certainty than any intuition I had ever felt.   That it was other-than-

conscious in it’s origins, I “knew” consciously!  But, how did that KNOWING within me KNOW 

(and believe me it KNEW), that I was not to go into that theatre, without my husband?  And by the 

way, I am absolutely certain that this KNOWING, knew, my baby was able to wait the few 

moments it took to change my fate and get my husband in prepping to join us.   

 

 What’s vitally important to us here at this wonderful early stage in our journey together is that 

this was a real phenomenon.  And this KNOWING was perfectly accurate.  And it had a KNOWING 

about something that was not explicit yet… this scandal did not begin to surface for almost a year.  

And sometimes, now as I write this, just for a moment, I have a flicker of “what if it had not 

happened?” ….  And then I shiver with the thought, before I gratefully feel bathed in grace, because 

all that matters is, that the grace of KNOWING did it’s thing, thus ensuring the safety of my 

newborn son, and my womb for his two brother’s yet to come. .  

 

I promise we will explore KNOWING more later and especially in Part 2 of the book; for now, I am 

bringing in an awareness that there is some intelligent consciousness, which I call KNOWING and 

it is my experience that it is accurate, always accurate.  And then there are other “feeling-

generating-factors” that can get stirred up in our SubConscious, that within the unenlightened 

mind, can be misinterpreted (like the feeling with that businessman which was triggered by the 

bag) as intuition!  I am highlighting here that these triggered feelings may not always be what we 

think they are.  This shows us that there is a need for increased self-awareness, a need for a 

greater understanding of our Mind, and of how we function.   I believe that there is at this time, 

an urgency on the planet; I believe that we are existing at a time when we need to become more 

self-aware…. We need to understand how our Mind ticks, so that ultimately we are empowered 

and learn to “know” and be discerning with regard to our own feelings.  This takes both time and 

practice. However, I guarantee you it is well worth both.   

 

And now, I have introduced KNOWING, and I now place KNOWING into our model of mind below 

(Figure 9).  In the image of the iceberg floating in the ocean below, you will note that like before 
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we have our Conscious Thinky-Tip afloat, with our SubConscious below the surface.  You can see 

that KNOWING goes beneath the SubConscious, in the depths of our Mind.  Thus, KNOWING 

resides at the widest part of the base of a triangle that is open and infinite and therefore 

continuing on into the depths….  You will notice that the base of the triangle is not closed, it is 

open.  Thus, KNOWING is not confined to the interior of the triangle; it is not confined to the 

borders of the triangle which represent the individual’s Mind.  Instead, one can picture that 

KNOWING is boundless and can extend, as if infinitely… reaching deeper and deeper than we can 

even imagine.     

 

 

FIGURE 9: KNOWING PLACED WITHIN OUT MODEL OF MIND & EXTENDING INFINITELY BEYOND IT. 

 

As you may be getting used to at this stage, I tend to state the obvious.  And therefore, obviously 

our mind does not exist in an ocean of water! And when I say that KNOWING extends, potentially, 

infinitely into the depths, I am using the analogy to demonstrate a “depth” and “expansiveness” 

that is available to the human mind and accessible by it.   

 

FOR THE SCEPTIC: (OR PERHAPS THE CORPORATE MINDSET) 

As is usual with any new popular publication, a diverse audience comes along to browse.  Some 

have been journeying for years, and as such the concept of KNOWING, will not be entirely new to 

them.   For those of you who find KNOWING an unusual or challenging concept; I ask you to 
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consider, opening  your minds to the possibility that there is a vast KNOWING, and that our Mind 

can have access to it.  As we progress, I will provide many and varied examples within the fields 

of quantum physics, psychology and consciousness, which support its existence from a scientific 

perspective.  These empowering knowing’s come from studies carried out by  some of the finest 

minds.  The basic knowings we will enjoy during Part 1 of this book, and within Part 2, I will 

seamlessly, weave these basics together.  The outcome, an aerial view of the whole terrain.  A 

view of the jigsaw complete.  

 

There is a luxury in the exploration of the whole jigsaw within the expanse of a book.  And we can 

read and re-read a section at our luxury, thus allowing the mind to truly learn and expand on this 

learning.  However, in my day to day workshop presentations, the depth and expanse to which I 

go, will depend on time and the mindset that may be in the room.  I find Mind-set, to be an 

interesting term. Implied within it, is a set-ness.  Like when we make the shape of a beautiful vase 

from soft malleable clay and we then set it, by placing it within, a hot kiln.  However,  the term 

mind-set is misleading, because our mind’s are not “set” like the vase.  They may and often do, feel 

as if they are, however, the new discoveries in neuroscience demonstrate the neuroplasticity of 

our brains, and prove to us that we can rewire our brains at any age.  

 

Yet there are those I have met along the way, who are particularly challenging when it comes to 

opening them up to the possibility that these natural laws apply to them too.  And therefore that 

they too can achieve more, “be” more and expand as a person.   It is especially tough when this 

work is new to them, or outside their comfort zone.   When this is the case, what I usually meet is 

the sceptic!  I am reminded of one workshop I was delivering for a corporate body.  During the 

morning session as I was just getting into my rhythm, and a particular staff member  challenged 

my introductory statement on the value of having a daily practice, e.g., meditation and/or 

mindfulness.; or as he called it;  “that kind of stuff”.  He interrupted me mid flow saying: “I tried 

that, it did nothing for me”.  I enquired about his duration of practice etc, but he was stonewalling 

me, insisting that it had just been a waste of time in a day that was already over-worked and brim 

full.  

 

I changed tack and asked him if he drove a car. He nodded a yes. I asked him if he had to take 

lessons to learn to drive. He interrupted and shut me down before I was out of the blocks saying: 

“look I see where you are going with this, but that’s different!”.  I agreed with him, the way he had 

learned to drive was completely different.  It was an actual physical activity and it engaged his 
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conscious thinking self and lots of other faculties.  We both paused on common ground.  Then I 

continued by asking him if during those driving lessons, there were times when it was taking a 

bit of time and effort to get something perfected.  He said “well not really”… “You sure?” I persisted: 

“even learning to reverse park into a tight space, on the main street during rush hour?”  He nodded, 

“yeah, I suppose there were times”.   Staring directly into his eyes I asked him: “why did you persist? 

You know, when it was a bit tough, and you needed to practice the parking thing to get a handle on 

it or whatever?” 

 

He blanked me.  There was a deliberate silence on his part.  A slight slouch in the seat and leaning 

away from me, which said it all.  He had tapped out.  He was looking at me as if to say, I tap out, 

you are rubbish at this.  It was as if I was left suspended from a great height without a harness. 

You see I was a newbie to these people.  I had no great accolades behind me like the great John 

Kabat Zinn, who can command attention because people know he is a master at what he does.  No, 

I was on probation!! During this moment that felt like an eternity, I saw several thoughts-

reflecting in the facial expression of the 40-strong group. The expression on one young executive’s 

face, looked something like : “Christ the company paid this one to come speak with us!”  I held this 

silence, and milked it, this was a mind opening energy and I knew it.  So, I looked calmly from one 

to the next milking the awkwardness that pervaded the room, and then I continued; “Is there 

anyone here that found learning to drive a bit of a challenge?” A small number of people raised 

their hands. “Ok, so can you drive now?” All said, yes. “Ok, so why, when it was a challenge, did you 

continue practicing, and continue the obvious effort to learn?”  

 

One lovely lady, nodded gently, and then spoke with a slightly exasperated tone, that really said 

[“I will help her out of this hole she is digging!”] saying; “well I needed to drive!?”  I responded with 

“yes that’s it, sort of!?” She looked perplexed, I continued: “What if you continued because, the only 

reason you perceived yourself as needing to  acquire the ability to drive, was because you also knew 

what the benefits would be at the end of the process?”.  I held their stares, and I held the silence… I 

noted the penny drop for a couple of people. I continued: “I mean in a world with no cars, you could 

not have known that you needed to drive!”.  Most of the faces were confused; yet waiting… 

“furthermore you were learning to drive in a world that was prepped to support you driving. There 

are roads, highways, carparks outside this building you work in, there are gas stations…. We live in 

a car-driving world! And we know the enormous benefits of being able to drive… especially if you 

live in Los Angeles or Connemara…”   
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I sensed that we were all beginning to come into the same zone now. We were all thinking with 

open minds.  I continued: “What if, all that is needed, to create the radical shift in consciousness 

that humanity desperately needs at this time, is that we learn how to drive the car that is our mind 

? What if , when we truly understand the basics about our mind, our body-mind connection and all 

that “stuff” (eyes flitting momentarily towards your man!) we excel, we succeed at levels we could 

only have dreamt of, or maybe not been able to even foresee… like those who saw the first car built 

by Karl Benz in 1885 and thought it was an awkward, loud and a ludicrous contraption?” 

I walked to my preferred spot near the screen with my slide-moving button in my hand and stared 

intently at each and every one.  “What do you think guys? Is it possible that we too are swimming 

in a pond of ignorance and cannot see the potential, purely because we do not know any different? 

You guys kept learning to drive, because you knew the reward at the end… What if, the thing we 

need to convince us, is proof and lots of it?!  I mean, it’s easy when it comes to driving because 

everyone is at it!!””  

 

And so I popped my first slide on neuroplasticity up on the screen and turned with a welcoming 

and enthusiastic smile: “What If, I could show you the benefits; would you consider taking the time, 

to practice at something that can bring you massive benefits, when you ”Do the Doing””?  I am 

staring at the first man now. He meets my stare and gives no response.  I persevere, creating a 

rising lilt in my tone at the end of this question: “Would you open your mind to the possibility?!”  

Only at this point did he, nod, his head.  Yes! His mind was opening and with a lift in mood, I began 

to deliver the “proof” from a myriad of scientific studies.  Join me in Chapter 2 as I introduce you 

to some of the vast pool of scientific proof that exists as to how we can influence our wellbeing 

through a power that exists within us.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 INFLUENCING OUR STATE OF WELLBEING  

…….SOME VITAL BASICS 

 

A SNIPPET OF EVIDENCE (FROM THE MASSIVE AMOUNT THAT’S OUT THERE NOW!) 

I recommend that you watch a Ted Talk given by Dr Sara Lazar, entitled “How Meditation Can 

Shape Our Brains” (2011).  It’s an oldie, but a cracker!   I happened to have slides with me (at this 

corporate gig) with the findings by many neuroscientist’s, all showing how the brain actually 

changes over the course of an 8 or 10 week period, with a daily practice of specific mindfulness 

and/or meditation exercises.  Also, I popped a few images up, showing the vast improvements 

within our physiology and our mental self too. Specifically, the findings of Professor Eisendrath 

at UC San Francisco.  I can tell you, the tone in the room started to change during this session, as 

I demonstrated changes at the level of the neurons on our prefrontal cortex and other vital areas 

of our executive brains that increase our ability to focus, empath, keep perspective, be creative 

and more.  

 

Here’s a snippet (more glorious details later).  

DAILY PRACTICE OF MINDFULNESS AND/OR MEDITATION SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN TO GENERATE THE FOLLOWING: 

● Reduction of Stress Hormones in the Blood 

o Increased Feelings of Relaxation 

● Increased Ability to Focus 

o Specifically, Increase in capacity for selective attention 

▪ With reduction in effects of interference (even when potentially 

distracting events occurring) 

▪ And an increase in the ability to Re-Focus, even when a person has been 

deliberately taken out of their focus-task 

Now what Corporate management guy or gal, could not do with some of that? What mom, 

multitasking her way through the myriad of tasks, which managing a family involves, plus her 
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career, plus himself!! (only joking)… No seriously, who on the planet does not need some of this? 

Anyone? Oh! And there is so much more… here are another two snippets: 

● Decrease in the size of areas of the brain associated with the Fight or Flight Response 

(i.e., Reduction in size of the Amygdala) (See Figure 10)… and a direct correlation with 

feeling more relaxed (i.e, LESS STRESSED) 

 

FIGURE 10: IMAGES FROM SARA LAZAR TED TALK SHOWING IMAGE OF BRAIN AND LOCATION OF AMYGDALA 

ON LEFT PANEL, WITH GRAPH DEMONSTRATING THAT THE LOWER THE STRESS THE SMALLER THE AMYGDALA, 

AND VICE VERSA ON RIGHTHAND PANEL (FROM HÓLZEL, LAZAR ET AL., 2010) 

 

 

● Increases in areas of the brain (including the Left Hippocampus) known to: 

o Assist in memory and emotion regulation  

o Assist in Perspective Taking, Empathy and Compassion (See Figure 11) 

 

Now this next snippet really revved up the discussion which we held at the end of this session 

on how to integrate these benefits into your career and home life. So here is it:  

● Mediation and Mindfulness Daily Practice Shown to slow and/prevent normal aging in 

the brain!! 
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FIGURE 11: IMAGES FROM SARA LAZAR TED TALK SHOWING IMAGE OF BRAIN AND LOCATION OF LEFT 

HIPPOCAMPUS ON LEFT PANEL, WITH GRAPH DEMONSTRATING A SIGNIFICANTLY LARGER LEFT HIPPOCAMPUS 

IN THOSE WHO PARTOOK IN MINDFULNESS BASED MEDITATION FOR A PERIOSD OF 8 WEEKS, VS THOSE 

CONTROLS WHO DID NO PRACTICE. (FROM HÓLZEL, LAZAR ET AL., 2011) 

 

 

 

 

Did you read that? Now take a look at Figure 12 below. I was ecstatic when I found these pieces 

of research.  Specifically, that of Dr Lazar and colleagues, who demonstrated that the amount of 

gray matter (that’s the active processing neurons/cells in our brain) in the area of our brain 

dedicated to thinking, rational, logic and all that good stuff (i.e., the prefrontal cortex), was the 

same in 50 year-old meditators as it was in their 25-year old counterparts.  The ramifications of 

the results from studies on the positive impact of a daily meditative practice on our brains as we 

get older are enormous.  We have developed a belief that there is a weakening of the ability in the 

brain with age.  Yes, it has been believed that there is a natural deterioration in the executive 

functioning areas of our brains with age.   Now look at the table in the right panel of the Figure 12 

below.  Yes, you can see a visible decline with age in the amount of gray matter in these areas of 

the brain but look carefully, because it only occurs in the guys that NEVER MEDITATE!! (Red Dots 

= those who never meditate; vs Blue Dots = Those who meditate 30 to 40 minutes per day: Figure 

12) 
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FIGURE 12: IMAGES FROM SARA LAZAR TED TALK SHOWING IMAGE OF BRAIN AND LOCATION OF MEASURED 

AREA IN PRE FRONTAL CORTEX (ON LEFT PANEL), WITH GRAPH DEMONSTRATING THAT 50 YEAR OLD 

MEDITATORS HAVE SAME AMOUNT OF GRAY MATTER IN THIS AREA COMPARED WITH 25 YEAR OLD 

COUNTERPARTS, ALSO SHOWING AN AGE DECLINE IN THE SIZE OF THIS ARE OF THE BRAIN IN THOSE WHO DO 

NOT MEDITATE. (FROM LAZAR ET AL., 2005) 

 

 

 

RAISING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF HOW WE TICK: 

Now, it turned out that, the lovely gentleman  in our corporate group who had interrupted with 

how “this stuff” did not work for him, was a manager.  I felt a little bit guilty when I found that out, 

sensing I had put him on the spot in front of everyone.  However, as the day progressed, he came 

around with sparkles and bows on.  He became my star of the day!  You see in the afternoon, after 

we had done the mind-rattling exercises on Other-than-Conscious Belief Systems, that hinder, 

restrict and slow us down (namely BS), me and him got chatting about our téte a téte earlier in 

the day. 

 

I asked him if he could describe why he had felt so sure that “that stuff” was not for him.  He openly 

told us all that he just felt that it was not for him.  Upon exploring deeper (unknown to him , he is 

now my guinea pig!), he is staring at me and looks like he wants to stop talking and I invite him 

to close his eyes, for a few moments. I encourage him to shut those lovely, large brown eyes, by 

explaining that our visual cortex picks up and processes thousands of bits of information per 
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second and perhaps we could use that energy to help him suss-out, the why?  With eyes closed he 

describes it as a very strong feeling.  “Where?” : I ask.  “Well I just feel it”, he replied.  I continue, “If 

you were to allow yourself notice if the feeling had a where, where would it be?”. We are in the 

“Altered States of Mind” portion of the day; he replies, “well it’s in my gut, I feel it in my gut! I just 

know this is not for me” 

 

So, my friends, is this a gut feeling? Is this intuition? After a twenty minute exploration, thanks to 

Ken’s bravery we get to see that this feeling was the result of a strong belief system (or BS) Ken 

held that was based around “using your time well”.  Nothing wrong with that, however, we hear 

that Ken grew up with a macho dad, one that only smiled upon HARD WORK!  Or,  as he used to 

call it, “real work”.  Ken realizes that “real work” and efficient use of one’s time definitely did not 

involve closing your eyes and “doing nothing” for 20 to 40 minutes during your day!  Or indeed, 

bringing your consciousness to notice the wind on your cheeks or the feeling of the ground 

beneath your feet as you walk to work.  “Christ no!!”  Those minutes were precious THINKING 

minutes, working things out minutes… Now that is “REAL” and that is “USEFUL”.  As he opened 

his eyes, the lights of increased self awareness are shining and he is very relaxed with his new 

realization.  We, all learned so much that day, thanks to Ken’s bravery and leadership.  

 

Ken is still cracking on at this management job.  However, recently he thanked me for helping 

shift his consciousness, to accept that meditation and mindfulness are “work” too and that they 

bring about tremendous rewards.  Because now he is calmer and more focused than ever.  He 

reported having a daily practice on a minimum of 5 days per week and told me that as a result he 

is getting deeper sleep, having more patience with his staff and experiencing more frequent 

bursts of creative ideas used in problem solving during his day to day.  He also reports feeling a 

better connection with the staff that work to him, and that includes the ones that he found akward 

and challenging before.   

 

I do not want to get hung up on meditation at this early stage in our journey.  Mostly because I do 

not want to give you the impression that I believe that meditation and/or mindfulness in and of 

itself, is the panacea, and as such is the cure-all!  It isn’t; but it definitely, holds some true aces 

when it comes to our ability to change our brains at a cellular level, and it brings about enormous 

changes for our higher good, and this includes strengthening our ability, to focus, and our ability 

to alter our focus, and thus, to have more control.  I will engage more on all of this, later in our 

book when we visit some simple meditative and mindful practices that have helped others 
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enormously and in ways that go way beyond what I covered that day in our corporate workshop.  

For example, later we will meet Annette who was given weeks to live after the discovery of 

multiple aggressive, malignant tumors in her lungs.  And this discovery of lung tumors came along 

with a decision not to remove her leg in a surgical procedure in order to save her from the wrath 

of the original tumor in her leg!  That was in early 2008, and it marked the beginning of her 

journey into palliative care.  As I wrap up my writing of this book, Annette and I have only just 

shared Christmas greetings for 2019. She is healthy and hardy…. You see, she had her first 

completely clear scan over ten years ago…. And this was after been given a prognosis of a few 

months to live! 

    

When someone has experienced, first hand, the power of the mind to heal and to overcome, based 

on some simple and powerful principles, combined with profound belief and understanding , 

acted upon daily and embraced with passion and dedication; then there is a risk of feeling 

frustrated when people you engage with in workshops or classes, do not believe.  And yet, I know 

that this disbelief is totally understandable.  Because, there is a sceptic within us all, it is an 

integral part of our inner psyche.  And yes, we are supposed to be discerning and not take 

everything we hear as true or real.  Imagine how fecked up we could get if we believed 

EVERYTING that we hear and see on the internet these days!!!  Yes! Our inner sceptic is necessary 

and discerning at it’s best.  However, it can also be the gate keeper, thus it can be there deciding 

if we have an open gate to our deeper mind and all the power within, or if we have a closed mind!!  

Before we complete chapter 1, I delight in introducing you to two characters that I have created 

to represent our inner sceptic.  Ladies and gentlemen, meet Paddy and Dorris!  

 

OUR INTERNAL SCEPTIC WAITS FOR A PARADIGM SHIFT! 

Before, Ken did his first workshop, and discovered that there was more to his resistance than 

common sense, he had been prevented from opening his mind to it all by his sceptic self.  This 

man was an intellectual sceptic, who was incredibly rational and a great and logical thinker 

(hence his senior position in that corporation); and he used his skepticism to block out that which 

did not fit his current belief systems.  This is a natural everyday occurrence, and most mind’s do 

this.  It’s a protection mechanism of sorts.  However, as Shakespeare so aptly pointed out in 

Hamlet when queen Gertrude says “the lady doth protest too much… me thinks”; I too felt that 

Ken had protested a little too fervently against the act of sitting doing that “stuff” for 20minutes 

per day!   And it was not until we did the deep work in that workshop, that Ken had a full conscious 

awareness of what it was that made him feel so strongly against the daily practice.  He was 
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obviously already fully aware of his resistance to it, however, and he had scrapped it all as “waste 

of time stuff”.  However, a particularly nasty run in with his dad when he had been wasting time 

at the age of nine, had been the clincher for his BS which resisted sitting for lengths of time doing 

nothing!   He had always been happy to believe that maybe it was for others, like those with mental 

health problems,  but NOT for a regular guy like him.   

  

What we stumbled upon in that workshop was a BS that Ken had within his SubConscious about 

“real work” versus “time wasting”.  These were both wrapped up in some very uncomfortable 

feelings that had bedded into his mind as that young boy, as a result of dad’s consternation if  he 

or anyone was “time wasting” or if something was not taking up time and it was not “REAL” work.   

I am re-visiting Ken, because it is a simple example that helps me bring to your attention the fact 

that there are Sub-Consciously held BS, that influence our day to day decisions, choices and 

actions.  We will dive into a whole section in this book to explore and understand in a manner 

that helps us progress beyond the power of the negative and self-limiting BS.  But it is important 

here in Chapter 1 to flag this. 

 

 I want to point out that these BS influence all of us.  And I realize that it is no small ask, to ask you 

to consider that there are BS occurring outside the radar of your Conscious awareness, and that 

they influence your thoughts, your feelings and your behaviors significantly.  The resistance to a 

new understanding of something that we thought was complete and already known, is massive 

among the human race.  If we were to prove emphatically, what I just said, and it was been 

broadcast on all the news channels, published on all the online blogs, and Vlogs, YouTube 

channels, instagram accounts, etc., etc… It would create a shakeup akin to that caused when 

Gallileo stated that the earth was not the center of our Universe.  In 1615, an inquisition stated 

this was a "foolish and absurd in philosophy”….. It bothered those in charge so much that he was 

tried and charged with heresy and put under house arrest for the rest of his life.  However, we 

now know he was right, and there has been a paradigm shift in regard to this belief on our planet 

and now we know that the sun never moved around the earth; the earth always moved around 

the sun!   

 

In the 1600’s Gallileo and his fellow philosophers were the forerunners of the Scientific 

Revolution which changed the way man saw the earth, nature and even their ideas on God!  The 

fact is, that over and over again throughout the history of man, there have been times when we 

have radically changed our beliefs about something; e.g., we also believed that the earth was flat, 
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and consequently our operating systems altered to match this new reality.  However, each time, 

BEFORE humanity accepted a new idea as REAL, it took a monumental paradigm shift in 

consciousness for this to occur.  

 

Our Think-Tip (i.e., our consciously-aware-of-me-self); is a master at assuming that it’s own 

intentions and it’s own choices are what control our individual life.  And that what it can observe 

and feel is what is real, and only that is real.   Also, our Thinky-Tip is the master at thinking that 

it knows it all, in the now. I mean, here and now, in this moment,  there are billions of Thinky-Tips 

here on this planet that presume;  “I know!”  The assumption held in so many minds being that 

“those poor suckers that went before me, knew feck all…my mam, my grandad, those guys a thousand 

years ago, but now… in our modern, technological age… WE KNOW… WE ARE SMARTER”. And in 

many, many ways we are… I mean that super-computer sure proves that.  However, in many, 

many ways we are NOT!  

 

To be discerning is a good thing. We are supposed to be discerning.  However, this “higher than 

thou” part of us, goes way beyond doubt.  It tends be “above”, in that, it tends to be a bit mind that 

is a mind-snob! A mind-snob that radically ditches information, left right and center, without due 

consideration, and before it has even given it the benefit of the doubt.  This doubter and our 

skeptical self are like one.  These two wonderful characters I use in my classes, represent our 

inner sceptics; see Dorris and Paddy  (Figure 13).  I can just imagine them now, back in the days 

of Gallileo, standing on a corner gossiping.  I can imagine Dorris saying: ”well the audacity of that 

man. Don’t we all see the sun travelling around us, every, single day? Foolish! What is he thinking?” 

And Paddy agreeing:  “Yes Doris, It is ludicrous! It is absolute madness. Heresy I say… HERESY! 

Dangerous thinking that !! I think they should get rid of him?”  

 

Well my dear readers, here in Chapter 2, I have to tell you that just like the earth is not the center 

of our solar system, our Thinky-Tip (i.e., our rational conscious aware, thinking self) is not the 

central control station of our self  (not in its unenlightened state!).   I need to reframe this 

statement with an annex as follows:  It is not in control, while it is in a state of ignorance about the 

fact that it thinks it is in control … It is not in control until it truly “knows” how the human mind 

ticks.   And the good news is that we can address this by truly getting to “know” how we tick… 

Knowledge is power… The good news is that this empowering “wakeup” can evolve our 

awareness and bring us access to our more and more of our full functionality.  
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FIGURE 13:  OUR INNER SCEPTICS, REPRESENTED HERE AS PADDY AND DORRIS; CAN TRULY THROW THE BABY 

OUT WITH THE BATH WATER! 

 

 

This book is designed to help you achieve just this.  Arriving at your optimal destination; your 

wonderful, true, powerful self…  

 

 

Important to “know” 

IN ORDER TO:  

BENEFIT  MORE  

FROM THE POWER OF OUR MIND 

 WE DO NEED TO BECOME 

 MORE CONSCIOUSLY IN TUNE WITH  

& AWARE OF  

OUR OTHER-THAN-CONSCIOUS INFLUENCES 

(vis a vis lots and lots of stuff we usually take for granted!) 

 

POSITIVELY INFLUENCING OUR WELLBEING USING OUR SUBCONSCIOUS – CONSCIOUS 

INTERACTION  

It is early in our journey and we are in the section of the book where we explore the basics.  As 

we dip our toes into the vast ocean of possibility that increased consciousness brings is; I wish to 

share with you some of the vast possibilities available to us when we use our increased awareness 
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of the two-way interaction between our Conscious Thinky Tip and our SubConscious self.   Do you 

recall my speaking a few pages back, about consciously setting an intention to take a drink? And 

how when we do, we are not Consciously creating all the neurological, muscular and sensory 

actions that occur during the drinking process?   That’s because the actions involved in drinking 

that drink are voluntary actions. The word voluntary indicates that even though our 

SubConscious facilitates most of the doing, we ourselves Consciously decided that we wanted that 

drink of milk. This was our “intent”, i.e., our “will” is what instigated our SubConscious into 

fulfilling our desired voluntary action.  

 

On the other hand, there is a whole other part of our SubConscious physiological functioning, 

which under normal circumstances is not under our Conscious influence at all.  This is called the 

involuntary system.  It is also known as the AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (ANS).  Autonomic 

means automatic, (i.e., outside of Conscious intent or not needing Conscious involvement).  The 

ANS is a part of our SubConscious functioning, and it controls and coordinates trillions of 

physiological and neurological functions which occur consistently: including blood pressure, the 

rate of movement in our bowels, release of hormones and neuropeptides (e.g., cortisol and 

insulin), sexual arousal and urination. I have a few examples of Voluntary (Conscious) and 

Involuntary (Automatic) Actions in a table below (see Table 1).  

 

 

 

TABLE 1: EXAMPLES OF VOLUNTARY FUNCTIONS “ACTIONED” BY OUR INTENT, AND INVOLUNTARY 

(AUTOMATIC) PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTIONS. 

 

Voluntary Actions Involuntary (Automatic) Actions 

Lifting Digestion 

Running Changes in Body Temperature  

Walking Heartbeat 

Eating Bowel Movement 

Talking Blood Flow 
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Kissing Hormone Release 

 

When we stop to think about it, the way our Conscious and our SubConscious function together, 

as a team, is amazing.  This ongoing interaction is incredibly efficient.  We do not need to be 

Consciously aware of all these SubConsciously controlled systems keeping us running smoothly 

at a physical level.  The fact that these are taken care of, for us, leaves time and space in our 

Conscious minds for the everyday thinking and planning that is a necessary part of modern life. 

Our SubConscious’  capacity allows the aspect of our mind which is Conscious, thinking and aware 

of -self, to get on with it’s role.  This team work, is a very cleverly developed evolutionary trait 

that has served the human very well.  

 

Our “State” of Being influences our WellBeing  

While the function of our ANS and all the automatic systems outside of our Conscious awareness; 

are indeed just that: i.e., outside of our awareness; they do however come under the influence of 

our state of being.  That our ANS comes under the influence of our State of Being is truly obvious 

when we look at a physiological function like blood flow.  Let’s look at some factors that contribute 

to the flow of our Blood as it moves throughout our veins and arteries: 

- pressure (blood pressure as the blood flows in our veins and arteries),  

- rate of flow (speed at which it flows, e.g. faster when we run),  

- allocation of blood (e.g. in an emergency flow prioritized to leg & arm muscles so we can 

fight or RUN!)  

 

Each of these, you will agree, is controlled outside of our Conscious awareness?  And yet, an 

extremely angry person gets really red in the face (flushed with blood) and a person that is 

petrified with terror will have the blood drain from their face (blood is diverted to the limb 

muscles needed to facilitate running away or fighting one’s way to safety!).  Therefore, it is clear, 

that blood flow parameters while under SubConscious control, are influenced directly by our 

state of being  (Figure 14).  

 

WELLBEING RULE 

“How I am, effects how I am” 
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We live in a time when the body-mind connection is a well-established fact and yet not a 

mainstream concept reflected in our medical model or health systems.  Body-Mind (Bodymind), is 

becoming a term, like a new word!  I believe that we will arrive at a stage where we discuss the 

bodymind, and using that term, we will have an inherent “knowing”, that we are discussing the 

whole integrated unit that is Body & Mind.  There will be no more discussion of Body separate to 

Mind. 

 

FIGURE 14: OUR STATE OF BEING INFLUENCES OUR AUTONOMIC (SUBCONSCIOUS) PHYSIOLOGICAL 

FUNCTIONS 

  

 

As I write this book; the integrated-bodymind philosophy is accepted, by many, and at many 

levels.  However, there is, still a long way to go before this is mainstream. And yet, these are 

exciting times as this revolutionary concept is taking center stage; not because it is sought out, or 

welcomed by the medical or scientific communities as a whole, but rather because there is a 

paradigm shift occurring due to an irrefutable body of experiential evidence.  Evidence that shows 

us that there is a Body-Mind, Mind-Body Connection, an interface, a union, and that perhaps we 

have been trying to separate the inseparable!  

 

[Here is a link to a brief introductory video I made which demonstrates the basics of this concept 

: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V7fQTbgLQk You-Tube Channel: Martina Finnerty PhD: The 

Power of Knowing [How I am affects how I am!!]] 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V7fQTbgLQk
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To my surprise, over the past 10 years, most of the thousands of people that I have shared “The 

Power of KNOWING” journey with here in Ireland, have not been aware that there is a medically 

accepted technique, which can be engaged in, to enhance our Conscious awareness and control, 

over what are normally, SubConsciously controlled physiological functions.  On my workshops, I 

introduce people to the idea of intentionally controlling our ANS functions and our involuntary 

physical functions.  This usually gets their Paddy’s and Dorris’ going!  That is until I tell them that 

there are already medically accepted techniques that use this principle to help people heal, 

namely Biofeedback and Neurofeedback.  

 

Biofeedback 

Biofeedback uses physiological readings to show a person visually and sometimes also via sound, 

some of their autonomic physical functions in real time.  Consider the following scenario;  

● I have severely high blood pressure  

● and my Doctor and Cardiologist are assuring me that my lifestyle is compromising it,  

● and they advise me strongly to de-stress  

● and they tell me that they cannot prescribe me with any more meds (we have maxed out) 

● and they tell me if I continue the way I am that I am at risk of having a stroke 

 

Now I really don’t have the luxury of ignoring these facts do I?  However, let’s say I am a 

particularly stubborn individual (“I am telling you the story of an actual client here!) and I do not 

believe in all this : “relaxation can help you, baloney!”  And I also, do not believe that I am stressed. 

Busy? Yes. Perhaps.  But, stressed? NO!  

 

Well, if someone in this scenario is very lucky, then perhaps their doctor might refer them for 

biofeedback training or hypnotherapy.  This particular client’s doctor referred him to me.  To be 

clear, I am not a biofeedback therapist.  However, I do assist people in accessing more of their 

inherent control mechanisms by working within a SubConscious-Conscious dynamic.   I am also 

aware of how things are worked out within a biofeedback clinic.   And when this man did not 

engage with me, due to his massive level of doubt about all of that which I am speaking of here; 

then I referred him to a biofeedback clinic.  
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I knew, for example that if I were this client, and I were attending the clinic, a trained clinician, 

would show me, my blood pressure as it was rising and falling.  Not rocket science, I know… 

However, they would also, correlate this with “stress” with my state of being, by showing me, my 

heart rate variability, blood pressure readings and other stress-responsive physiological 

parameters.  So as I unwind, or de-stress,  I can actually see (and hear) my body’s physiological 

responses altering.  They might even introduce me to some neurofeedback too; and show me my 

brain wave patterns varying during different exercises.  What is relevant here, is that they SHOW 

me my State of Being correlating with my Physiology.   And, from experience I know that during 

all of this, something very special occurs.  Yes, another old adage is totally true: 

SEEING IS BELIEVING  

And so, I now begin to believe that this Body-Mind connection-stuff, is real!! 

 

Seeing the effect that my state of being has on my blood pressure, helps me realize how these 

SubConscious, vital, health-based-physiological parameter relate to my mood, to my reactions 

(inwardly and outwardly), to my thoughts, and ultimately that means, to my State of Being!  

Literally, I will “SEE” my physiological and neurological readings demonstrating to me that when 

I am experiencing certain emotions e.g., when I am angry and/or stressed, feeling guilty and/or 

distressed, that my blood-pressure rises etc etc.  And most importantly, Biofeedback shows me 

that when I experience inner calm, my physiology,  begins to normalize.  

 

Several amazing things happen when I SEE proof.   I now both “know” that: “how I am, affects how 

I am!”; and I gain an awareness of this healing state of being.  The bar is now raised; because now 

I “know” intellectually and I “know-experientially”, that this state of calm is enhancing my 

wellbeing.  There has been a shift in Consciousness.  My thinking, intellectual self “sees” the proof, 

so it now accepts that this Body-Mind connection is real.  My thinking Consciousness; i.e., my  

intellectual “knowing”, is now in alignment with my other-than-thought- felt-experiential-

knowing and this is a powerful alliance.  

I thoroughly enjoyed hooking up our corporate friend, to my little biofeedback device, which I 

bring to the workshops.  He was a great guy, and once he saw, he too believed.  As a result of this 

experiential-knowing, one’s mind can open to the reality that is, my MIND-BODY/BODY-MIND 

connection.   And once I “know”, then I have a responsibility to engage in these practices to 

maximize my wellbeing.  
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Once there has been a shift in Consciousness, I am now truly aware of the existence of my BODY-

MIND connection.  Subsequently, I have a knowing of how my state of being influences my 

wellbeing.   What I want to highlight here, is a very important “rule” of our human Mind. All of 

what I am now experiencing as a shift in Consciousness, has been made possible, because a simple 

rule of the human mind was tapped into.   That vitally important rule is mentioned above, now 

here it is again: “seeing is believing!”  

 

Rule of Mind  

SEEING IS BELIEVING 

 

Obviously, when we see everyone driving around in cars, we know that it’s possible.  When we 

see the guy/gal with the convertible Audi pulling the hottest catch in town, we know that the type 

of car can sometimes influence the outcome of the journey!   As a race, we tend to need to SEE it 

before we look in to it, try it, accept it.  No wonder we use the sheep mentality.  Now I am in 

earnest when I say this, and anyone that knows me, knows I am a Roscommon woman.  This is a 

region in Ireland that is known for its quality sheep and sheep farming!  However, as a child trying 

to get a flock of them to come back, from the neighbour’s land, where they were happily rogueing 

and enjoying his grass: and may I say, through a perfectly respectable hole in the boundary ditch; 

I found out first-hand about that blasted sheep mentality!  I quickly learned, if you got one or two 

out through the gap, the rest will follow.  

 

We need to SEE more of this “stuff”, need to SEE the people who have healed, those who have 

overcome depression, anxiety, negative and self limiting BS, and recovered from cancerous 

tumours, type-2 diabetes, eczema, autoimmune diseases.  BECAUSE THEY ARE OUT THERE (and 

in this book!).   We need to SEE the medical bodies opening their mind’s more and more, to the 

healing power within us, so that they too can help others open their mind’s … Ah, I digress… 

more on this later.  For now, let’s take a peek (much, much, more later!) at the power available 

to us through our bodymind.  

 

OUR INHERENT POWER TO INCREASE OUR WELLBEING 

Several studies have demonstrated that there are things we can do, intentionally, which affect, 

autonomically-controlled physiological systems including our immune system. A study by a 

doctor called Vann William Donaldson in 2000; showed that people who were ill, and suffering 

from severely compromised immune systems, were able to increase their immune function 
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without the use of drugs. Using visualization techniques, while listening to a recording which 

included both relaxation and immune-function-increasing suggestions; these people experienced 

an increase in their white blood cell count.  

 

As I said, they were not receiving any form of medical or other treatment, and they had severely 

compromised immune functionality.  Furthermore, all had been ill for greater than 6 months 

before this study began.  Some had AIDS, some had been on long term cancer treatments; most 

importantly, everyone had low blood counts for essential disease fighting, immune cells.  

 

The participants in the study were trained using an audio tape, 30 minutes in duration.  Within 

this, they were encouraged to see their physical bodies; “in warm, light filled, self-healing mental 

images” and there were specific suggestions like; “I relax deeply and easily” and “white blood cells 

I call on you…”.  The people in this study adhered to their program daily (for 30 minutes).  It is 

very important to highlight that they were encouraged to do so, by both their physicians and the 

research team.    

 

The result!!!  Every single one who did this practice daily, for 90 days, increased their white blood 

cell counts significantly (on average by 38.3%).  For some individuals, the increase in white blood 

cells was as high as 67%!!!   

 

In the biofeedback example above, the patient that had attended me and then popped along to a 

biofeedback clinician to experience his own BODY-MIND connection; was surprised at how his 

mind responded to “seeing” the reality!   He later retured to me for therapy re resolving the issues 

that had been causing so much anger (and pressure!) in his system.  He told me, that he had not 

“expected” the response that he experienced in the biofeedback!  He spoke of his surprise at 

seeing how his state of being influenced his blood pressure and other readings too.  We spoke of 

these results at length.  In a nutshell: he now believed there was a body-mind connection and that 

there was a healing path available to him. He now felt empowered! 

 

Now he engages in his prescribed daily exercises, for his higher good.  Namely, walking outdoors 

each day for 15 minutes or more; listening to a relaxing and positive healing recording that we 

prepared together for him, a daily sensory breath exercise (SBE) that I introduced him to and a 

few basic changes to his diet.  I mention my client, because before he went to the clinic he did not 
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believe that it would change anything for him.   He was PADDY!  And it is safe to say, that in the 

first place, he came to me out of desperation!!  

 

Obviously, Paddy is not his name, but it’s Dorris’s buddy I speak of.  All up in his Thinky Tip with 

notions that the woman he saw walking past his window EVERY morning at the same time, had 

nothing else to do!  I mean, these people!  However, when he learned that he was at a very high 

risk of having a stroke, was booked in for a triple by pass and had been told by the nurse at the 

diabetes clinic that his eyesight was at risk; well, he OPENED HIS MIND TO THE POSSIBILITY!!  

 

Now in the Vann William Donaldson study I have just mentioned, before this study began, the 

level of belief that the participants had, in the potential effectiveness of this daily practice to 

enhance their immune function, was assessed.  Turns out, none of them believed it would be 

negative, i.e., further hamper their immune system.  But interestingly, almost half of them (8 of 

twenty people) believed that the visualization practice would make no difference to their 

wellbeing.  They were sceptics, just like my client!  Therefore, these results indicate that once a 

person engages in the practice, then the body-mind responds accordingly, irrespective of belief!  

Even though, they reported not believing in, or having any hope of, positive change; these people 

with severely compromised immune systems, engaged in their 30-minute-practice daily, and 

their white blood cell numbers increased!!  

 

Here, we meet a very simple and powerful rule of the BODY-MIND connection in action: “Do the 

Doing and the Result is Inevitable” 

 

Rule of the BODY-MIND connection  

DO THE DOING & THE RESULT IS INEVITABLE 

 

The head scientist on this study commented on the potential for self -empowerment that this 

study pointed us towards:  

“this…. may then contribute to the ideal of self-actualization 

 through a harmonious balance of consciousness, mind and body.” 

Vann William Donaldson 2000 
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“A harmonious balance of consciousness, mind and body”: this, I believe is a perfect description 

of how the result was achieved.  

 

This was an incredibly important study.   Remember, that our immune system is an autonomic, 

automatic, SubConsciously controlled, physiological entity. One that is usually considered to be 

outside of our Conscious or intentional control. And there have been many studies since, which 

have found similar results; demonstrating a reduction in inflammatory agents and stress 

hormones, even studies showing changes at the level of the gene!   

 

A paradigm shift is occurring.  Due to the overwhelming, combination of both scientific and 

experiential evidence, we can no longer deny that this ability to heal, overcome and excel, in ways 

we only dreamed of before, actually exists within us.  We will enjoy a detailed, and empowering 

exploration of this Inherent power on our journey.  We will dive into the world of spontaneous 

healings, miracles, placebo and more.   

 

I also have precious first-hand accounts to share with you, directly from people, I interviewed 

during a study, I carried out.  These were wonderful people, who were given individual medical 

prognoses, that did not include a healthy outcome. And yet, here they were sitting in front of me,  

ordinary people just like you and me, who had achieved an extra-ordinary outcome.  People who 

were in a state of wellbeing as I interviewed them, that was vibrant.  Their wellness, an anomaly, 

i.e., “different from what is usual, or expected”.  Yes these people were sitting with me in a state 

of wellbeing that was anomalous to their medical prognoses!  I had read about this kind of EXTRA-

Ordinary healing for years, but guys I can tell you, “Seeing, Feeling, Being in the Presence of,  is a 

Powerful Boost to Belief”.  Because, even though I thought I was already a believer; there was a 

tangible experience that is difficult to put words on, which I experienced by just being in their 

presence and hearing their story first-hand.   

 

Later in our journey, we will be teasing out, factors involved in the “ignition” of the healing 

response which these people accessed.  For now, it is important to take a little time and consider 

what we have explored already; maybe read and even re-read, these first chapters … thus 

allowing all this info to settle in and become more familiar. 
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Important to “know” 

We can influence many SubConscious-Physiological  

& SubConscious-Wellbeing factors,  

that we previously considered to be outside of our Conscious control. 

 

Before we continue, I want to share that when I was writing this book, I spent many the long hour, 

pondering, which part of the whole jigsaw to share with you next. Of course, I wondered what 

would excite you most? I wondered what would keep you reading! But mostly I focused on what 

piece could help most in the grasping of the reality of this phenomenal  “other-than-thinking” and 

“other-than-conscious-intelligence” that we all have access to.  

 

The blank stares I get sometimes when I first present the whole notion that we are powerful 

beyond our wildest dreams, has inspired me, to look outside the box.  To dig deeper, and digging 

is what has given us the details on our ancestors which follow in the next  two chapters!  I would 

often think, using my west of Ireland farmer-mindset; “How can we get a few more sheep to potter 

through that gaping hole in the ditch and come home; i.e., home to the power within? “   

 

It was also, honesty from people like corporate Ken, that inspired me to research what I am 

sharing with you next.  I remember one particular comment in that cafeteria:  “Martina, I think 

that this inherent power you talk about, is not in me! Do you know what I mean?”.  I nodded a big 

heartfelt yes.  I shared a little before we returned to his team for the afternoon session: “Yes Ken, 

I know.  I recall being lost in that place for years.  Especially in my early twenties when I had severe, 

post traumatic stress disorder, depression and a nifty likening for pain killers!  I remember it well!”. 

 

And as I drove away that day, I wondered, what might help Ken and the millions like him to get it.  

That is to have a realization that it could not possibly be OUTSIDE them!  I realized that nothing I 

was saying in my talks was that new, well not since 2010 anyway.  So, what else was needed to 

help us connect with the KNOWING that resides within us.  Chapters 3 and 4 are the result of this 

consideration.  And they aim to do just this; because they lead us on an incredible journey from 

the time on this planet when there was no Thinky-Tip to when there was.   From the time on earth, 

pre-“US”… right up to the emergence of our Thinky-Tip from within this very force that we seem 

to have forgotten along the way.  
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 Yes! Instead of getting straight into more stories of healing, and introducing you to people I have 

interviewed during a study on recoveries that were outside of anything our current model of 

medicine can explain.  And instead of continuing, on into a reflection on mind states, like hypnosis 

or theta brain waves and how we can use these to facilitate creating a Higher-Mind state. And 

instead of demonstrating how our restrictive and self-limiting belief systems are created, how 

they stop us accessing the whole of who and what we are, and more importantly discussing how 

we evolve the capacity to see them for what they are, and free ourselves of this BS!  I chose to first 

take you on this journey back to the beginning, to the days before your Thinky Tip, ever existed…!  

Come, meet an intelligence older than your Thinky Tip genius, and one that has demonstrated, 

over and over, the depth and breadth of it’s intelligence and wisdom, during millions of years.  

And one that still can, when we allow it to.  Then you will understand how it is within you too, it 

has to be, because you are a modern man.  
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CHAPTER 3:  BEFORE OUR THINKY TIP EXISTED  

There is another level of intelligence that exists within each and every one of us that has nothing 

to do with our intellectual abilities or indeed our learnings since birth. Evidence of this wise 

intelligence can be seen all the way through our evolution.  It is ancient and precedes our human 

rational, intelligence, i.e., our Thinky-Tip, and yet it exists today same as it did millions of years 

ago.   

 

My aim by the end of this and the next chapter, is to have assisted you becoming more conscious 

of this intelligence and its profound wisdom.  My hope is that you will have a sense of it.  It has 

been my experience that before we can grasp the implications of it’s power within our current 

life’s journey, we need to get a sense of it.  To get to know it.  And in order to do that, we need to 

go back to the beginning.  Back to a time before the consciousness that is reading this now, even 

existed on this planet.   Together, we will explore the pivotal events that led to our evolution and 

in so doing, attempt to answer pertinent questions like; why did we leave the other apes behind 

in the forest?  And what were the forces that lead us through a complex series of anatomical and 

behavioral changes, the result of which is us with our modern human, Thinky Tip?  

 

Here we will explore some of the facts uncovered via clues found within the earth, by scientists 

in fields like paleoanthropology (the study of ancient human remains).  And we will consider the 

most accepted theories that this evidence supports. This all leads us, inevitably, to some of the 

most profound questions of all, e.g., : What is human consciousness? Why is our Thinky Tip  

consciousness, so engrossed in “thinking” that it runs the show?  And why?  Oh!  Why? Is it so 

unaware of the power within the rest of the intelligence, from whence it actually evolved? 

 

Thanks to the millions of man hours searching throughout the vast expanse of the African 

continent and the Euro-Asian Land mass, we have many key pieces to the greatest jigsaw puzzle 

of our time.  Pieces that when laid out, side by side, tell a story that helps us explain our shared 

heritage; i.e., our BODYMIND.  

 

Before we were human: 

We begin our journey just over nine million years ago when there were no humans, no 

chimpanzees and no gorillas on this planet.  None of these existed as individual species because 

they were all the one genus of Ape back then.  Yes, you know this one!  Our first ancestors were a 
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tree living, primate species, at home within the dense, vast forests that existed in Africa at that 

time.  

 

This initial line of primate split into two, approximately 8 million years ago and both the Homini 

Genus (i.e., a creature that was an “us”-chimpanzee combination) and a separate Gorilla genus 

appeared.  It is thought that one million years later (7 million years ago) the pivotal split occurred 

that created both the chimpanzee ancestor (the chimp is our closest relative in the ape world) 

and our first human ancestors (Glazko 2003).   

 

So, our journey into being, began within a unique line of primate, separate from Gorilla and 

Chimpanzee, just over 7 million years ago.  As I trawled through a portion of the vast amount of 

evidence that is available on our evolution (that trawl took me 7 months!), it became clear that 

after our split from the chimp, there are many aspects of our journey to us as modern man, that 

are still unclear.  There is still no, one-theory, that there is a consensus on.  And while we have 

tons of evidence now, there are still gaps of up to 1 million years, where there are no significant 

clues yet found.   

 

Before we dive in to this chapter, I want to make it clear, that I selected the highlights for you.  

Otherwise, you would be reading several theses!!! Also, I am aware that what I give is a picture, 

an overview, however, it is one based on a significant amount of research and thus I believe it is 

a fantastic place to begin. So here we go…..! 

 

Where do we all come from ? 

The biggest debate exists about whether we are all descended from the same line of homo species 

who left Africa approximately 70,000 years ago.  As I write this book there are three main theories 

about where we modern humans originated: 

1) OUT OF AFRICA: The first is called “Out of Africa” and this theory states that all of the 

modern humans on the planet right now are related to the Human Species that left Africa 

approximately 70,000 years ago. We know that Human ancestors left Africa at this time; 

however, human-like species also left Africa much earlier than this, some as early as 1.8 

million years ago and these Hominids spread out and inhabited many areas on the Euro-

Asian land mass at that time. These were called the Antique Humans. However, the “Out 

of Africa” theory supports a belief that all these original Antique-Humans (of which the 
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Neanderthal is one) became extinct and the only line of humans that survived was us (i.e., 

the ones that had their origins with those that came Out of Africa 70,000 years ago).  

2) INTERBREEDING: The second theory states that Modern man is the result of 

interbreeding between the Antique humans that left Africa 1.8 million years ago and the 

new Humans that came from Africa 70,000 years ago, met up with them and interbred. Its 

as simple as that!!  

3) INDIGENOUS ANTIQUE PEOPLES: The third theory suggests that within the modern 

human race there are a mix of different lines of human; those that are related to the  

Antique Humans and those that are direct descendants of the “Out of Africa” Humans and 

of course a combination of the two as a result of interbreeding between the two.  

 

The debate continues.  However, at this moment in time there seems to be more evidence in favor 

of the out of Africa theory.  The strong support for the “Out of Africa” camp, is mainly due to the 

lack of discovery of skeletal remains in Europe and Asia which link modern man with Homo 

species before this time.  Whether there was interbreeding with Neanderthals and his cousins or 

not, one thing is certain, and that is that our ancestors originated in Africa.  Based on the genetic 

evidence that has been discovered; it seems to be a fact that most of the modern humans on earth 

today are descended directly from the Out of Africa Modern Human. 

 

EVIDENCE OF US! Minute Remains on our Planet’s Surface 

To help you appreciate the monumental achievement by those who have found the existing clues 

out there in the earth’ surface, let’s consider the following: 

1. the vastness of our planet’s surface, > 57-million-square-miles…  

2. the fact that the evidence for our evolutionary story, lies, somewhere within that 

expansive surface,  

3. the fact that the timeline for this evidence, lying down dead, and per chance, staying in 

that spot fully preserved (or even a morsel preserved) so that we (Thinky-Tip-folk) could 

evaluate same upon discovery… Is a vast window of 9 million years!  

Ok! I hope you are appreciating the wonderful work of these incredible scientists called 

paleoanthropologists. If you are not, you certainly will by the end of this chapter. I just KNOW it. 
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Clues came in many different forms; often as shattered bone fragments, which were meticulously 

rebuilt (like the skull called “Toumai” which I talk about in the next paragraph); other times as 

whole sets of bones, skulls and joints (a lucky strike!) and very rarely complete skeletons.   As a 

result of a ceaseless hunger for answers, clues found go a long way towards explaining how we 

evolved to become us and what forces were at play. 

 

The first key piece of evidence is a wonderful and totally unique skull found in 2002 in Chad (mid-

north Africa) by Michael Brunet.  Found in many fragments and meticulously rebuilt, this skull 

dates to almost 7 million years ago.  It was nicknamed “Toumai”, meaning “hope of life” in the 

local dialect, and it is believed this skull may represent our first direct descendant.   If he does 

then he marks that crucial period in our history, during which it is believed that the Human and 

the Chimpanzee line diverged.   

 

“Toumai” is an extraordinary skull that caused quite a stir when discovered because it’s structure 

suggests that our earliest ancestors began their exploration of the two-legged upright gait (which 

of course is now our normal walking stance) as far back as 7 million years ago.  This is a big deal, 

because up until he was found, we had believed that our exploration of the two-legged upright 

stance, came millions of years later.  

 

It is the positioning of the hole where the spinal chord exits the skull that hints at “Toumai” having 

had a somewhat upright posture.  Note we’re talking somewhat upright, not completely upright; 

we were millions of years away from that.  However, the spinal-chord-exit-point demonstrates 

that “Toumai” is definitely different to the Chimpanzee and other apes at that time.  Specifically, 

the existence of a bony shelf on the back of the skull suggests that there was the attachment of 

very strong neck muscles.   Due to our upright posture, we modern humans have these muscles 

to support our head.  So why would Toumai have that?  It has been suggested that this muscle 

would link him to our direct line of descendants (Zollikifer et al 2005).  However, his brain was 

the same size as the chimpanzee’s (Wong, 2002) and thus, in his time, 7 million years ago,  he was 

a very, very, long way from being a modern human being. 

  

I find it enthralling to consider that there was a time without us.  Like, have you gone there, ever? 

Paused and considered it?  Looked around and thought about that fact that for millions and 

millions of years, we were not here (billions, actually!).  There was no us!  Now you may be 
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wondering what all this talk of skulls and remains of dead bodies, has to do with your powerful 

mind, healing beyond belief and excelling in a manner that will blow your sox off!  And I don’t 

blame you.  However, in order to know how powerful you are, don’t you think it wise to 

understand “what” you are?  Where you (meaning as a modern human being) came from and 

how?  

 

I revert back to our friend at the corporate training day, when he said “mindfulness and all THAT 

stuff”; with a wee tone of distain I may add!  And I totally get that, at that moment, he does not get 

the incredible being that he truly is, nor what is available to him, when he does get it!  Therefore, 

I ask you to follow me now as we discover the fundamentals.  Back to the skulls!!!  And what the 

big deal is, about an ape-like creature 7 million years ago, trying out the two-legged gig?  

 

You see guys, in this day and age, when we think of the top one-third of Africa (north of the 

equatorial belt), we imagine a land of dessert, droughts and burnt grassy plains.  To me it is like 

another world, as it is the polar-opposite to Ireland, with our forty shades of GREEN!  However, 

today’s north Africa is the polar-opposite, to what it was ten million years ago.  Back then, these 

areas of Africa were densely, and I mean densely, forested.  Deep, dense, lush forests… As we 

continue, I need you to imagine that habitat. And trust me, this is important. 

 

Grassy plains or scrub areas would have been extremely rare before 10 million years ago. 

However, during “Toumai’s” era there were some grassy-plains and scrub areas coming into 

existence.  We know this because it’s not only the boney remains that are telling us the story of 

our human evolution. Research into the sediment and rocks (paleogeology) of Africa and Euro-

Asia demonstrate when and where there were significant climate changes and they do so, with 

great accuracy.   

 

Thus, we know that during the years from 10 million to 5 million years ago, in North and Mid 

Africa, there was a steady increase in drier conditions.  This drying effect would have caused a 

reduction in the density and consistency of the rain forests that had dominated up to then.  So it 

would make sense that “Toumai” may have explored the plains a little. However, there is no 

sustainable proof, in any of the skeletal finds so far, to support the first hominids (a science word 

for all human ancestors and some of the great apes) standing upright, and remaining consistently 
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so, from as far back as 7 million years ago.  In fact, it is extremely unlikely.   Therefore, when our 

oldest ancestors split from the chimp, the trees were still, absolutely their primary habitat.   

 

However, this change in environment was very likely to have influenced the dynamics among the 

apes living within these forests in Africa.   And it is believe that some, like perhaps “Toumai” began  

exploring the new areas with little or no trees.  Now here is where we use our modern brains and 

deduce that if these ape-guys are out in an area with no trees, then they won’t be travelling around 

by swinging from branch to branch.  Which, requires the use of all fours! Got it!  Of course they 

could have been doing that knuckling walk that we see monkeys and other primates doing?  Why 

would they stand up?  Many theorists suggest that the scrub with its long grasses, left it hard for 

these guys to see.  So, while meandering around out there, they would have swung up onto the 

hind ones to take a peak!   Afterwards, always heading back to the safety of the forest.  

 

One thing we know for certain is that the timing of this climate change and corresponding 

environmental change, corresponds with our split from the chimpanzee.  This is not mere chance,  

and so it is likely that hanging out in, brand new, long grassy plains is why “Toumai” and our 

original Hominid ancestors first began to explore the upright gait! 

 

“LUCY”  our ancestral mom? 

Now there is a very big gap, to our next strong line of evolutionary evidence.  This comes from 

almost 4 million years later in the form of a female skeleton (nicknamed “Lucy”).  Just over 40% 

of “Lucy’s” skeleton was found in Ethiopia in 1974 by Professor Donald Johanson and his student 

Tom Gray.  This was an outstanding find, not only because of its age, dating to 3.2 million years 

ago, but also because sooooo much of her was found!!  She offers us the most solid evidence that 

by this time, our first bi-pedal human ancestors were fully established as two-legged walkers.  

Specifically, the structure of her knee and pelvis show that she routinely walked upright like us 

and did not knuckle walk like a chimp or gorilla.  

 

You can see in the fabulous reconstruction (Figure 15), in the Chicago museum, that she is 

beautiful,  and definitely stands as an upright being, not slouching like the chimpanzee.  The 

significantly long duration, of 4-million years, from “Toumai” to “Lucy” demonstrates that this 

upright two-legged gait, either took millions of years to perfect, or it took millions of years before 

the necessity to perfect it arose!    
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FIGURE 15:  IMAGES OF “LUCY”, PANEL A, A RECONSTRUTION OF WHAT HER FULL BODY PROBABLY LOOKED 

LIKE AND PANEL B A PHOTO OF THE ACTUAL BONES DISCOVERED, RECONSTRUCTED INTO A SKELETON WITH HE 

MISSING BONES CONSTRUCTED.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lifesize Reconstruction of Lucy     Cast of “Lucy” showing 

Evolving Planet Exhibit     original Bones in Brown  

Chicago Museum      and the rebuilt cast in White. 

     Photo by Matt Celeskey, 

 Copyrights Apply Licence Number (CC BY-SA-2.0).   

 

 

I know I said that there was a dry spell at the time we split from the chimp’s ancestors, back 7 

millions years ago;  however, that wasn’t catastrophic, and most of the forests survived. They 

were less dense but still widespread with significant cover.  The point I am making here, is that it 

looks like there was a 3 to 4 million year phase of fairly steady conditions, no major droughts or 

environmental-changing events.  We had lush forests, and we had some grassy plains.  

 

“Lucy” is full of surprises!! 

While “Lucy”, was definitely, a two-legged walker, the surprising thing is that she still had the long 

gangly arms same as her chimp relatives.  They were not shorter like ours.  This fact surprised me 

when I first noticed it.  Several research papers referred to it too.  I recall that I was totally 
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surprised at “Lucy’s” long, gangly, forelimbs like the chimp.  I could feel the cogs creaking in the 

ceann (Gaelic for head!); saying “Not computing… Because she was a two-legged walker like us!”.   I 

literally noticed a tangible feeling of: “Does not compute!”, and it was then that I realized what this 

resistance within me, was all about.   

 

Yes! I realized that I had presumed up to that point that she was just like us; arms and all! 

Only tiny!  Hairy (obviously!) and, well, from a very, very long time ago!  And of course, did I 

mention, she was tiny!  Just over 3 foot (1 meter).  However, those were all fine, it was just the 

gangly arms that bothered me.   But these gangly forelimbs demonstrate that she and her kin were 

still “hanging out” in the trees.   I know, its surprising right!   Like they were chilling in the trees 

and walking on two legs out on the plains too!   

 

I found this remarkable, and for several years, it seems that many scientists resisted this 

hypothesis too.  That was until the remains of a “toddler Lucy” was found (ie., the remains of a 

perfectly intact,  3 year old Australopithecus afarensis, the same genus as “Lucy”).  They called her 

“Salem” , the Ethiopian word for peace.  These fossilized remains dated to 3.3 million years ago, 

and make Salem the most ancient toddler ever found.   

 

She was found in the same area of Ethiopia as “Lucy” in the year 2000,  by Zeresenay Alemseged. 

But even though this was such a monumental find, it was 5 years before they announced it 

(Alemseged, et al, 2006).  This is because it took five years to safely release her from the 

compressed sandstone rock she was encased in! (Told you, these guys are impressive!)   

 

This skeleton has shown us the first complete scapula and shoulder joints in this ancestor (Green 

2012).  And the scapula proves that these hominids developed in a manner that completely 

supported them hanging out in the trees as well as being upright walkers.  A recent publication 

on the story told by “Salem’s” foot (the only complete foot fossil ever discovered!) also speaks to 

us of these our ancestors, heading up into the trees.  It is believed that they did so at night to sleep 

in safety (De Silva et al., 2018).   

 

Of course, when I did this further research, I too could see that keeping the gangly forelimbs made 

perfect since. Because the vast majority of the landscape in “Lucy’s” homeland was still forest.  

Importantly though, this was changing. Actually, and we now know that “Lucy” lived during a time 
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of acute climatic change.   We know that between 3.5 and 2.8 million years ago, a much colder and 

much drier climate descended upon the regions of Mid, East and North Africa.  This would have 

made things tough.  The stable period of 3 million pus years was over!!  As a result of this acute 

climate change a new series of complex ecological interactions began to happen. The forests now 

began to shrink at a phenomenal rate and many species began struggling to survive due to 

deforestation.  

 

Obviously, this acute deforestation changed things dramatically.  Our ancestors for the previous 

3 to 4 million years had enjoyed the benefits of living comfortably as an animal that could utilize 

both the tree and flatland environments. Both were lush, both were plentiful. From Paleo-

geographical evidence we now see that the forest’s disappearance was aligned with emerging 

vast expanses of bare land.   

 

Now, just to state the obvious once again, when I say “during Lucy’s time on this planet”, I don’t 

just mean just her.  Ok?  Not that single, one, little ape-like-humanish-lady!  I am referring to a 

whole plethora of her kind, here in this area of Africa, spanning hundreds of thousands of years.  

The key focus here is that during this time, from 3.5 and 2.8 million years ago, we had drastic 

climate changes occurring, and there was a new habitat emerging and an existing habitat 

disappearing. 

 

A MOMENT OF PERSPECTIVE:   

The deforestation, during “Lucy’s” era, which occurred due to natural causes, in North and East 

Africa, began approximately 3.5 million years ago, and it is believed, occurred over a period of 

approximately 700,000 years.  In evolutionary terms, this is fast! And it that rate of deforestation 

was enough to spur changes that led to the extinction of many species and the emergence of 

others, including ours and the Chimpanzees ancestors.  That deforestation occurred, we could 

say, relatively fast!  Especially when we see that the many species before this experienced up to 

3 million years of pretty stable conditions.   

 

It is estimated during this early part of the 21st century; during each 12-month period, 18 million 

acres of forest are permanently destroyed as a result of “Thinky-Tip” decisions.  Specifically, 

during each 1/700,000th of the time that created the emergence of our ancestors, we are causing 

similar rates of deforestation…  Astronomical!!! Don’t you think?  
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Introducing The Creative Intelligence of Life Force Energy: 

As is the natural law, some living creatures began taking advantage of the ever-expanding 

grasslands.  However, many species went extinct.  And, due to what is called “natural selection” 

many new and varied species emerged to exploit this new energy resource, i.e., open plains.  This 

included our ancestors and many relatives in the evolution-tree.   

 

As the trees continued disappearing, competition for food in the forest environment was 

increasing.  To use an Irish pub analogy.  Late on a Wednesday night in my heaving local, Larkin’s, 

during a fantastic trad session, “tis getting a bit tight in here!”.  Making your way to a tree full of 

lush fruit, could be likened to hustling towards the bar in that packed pub!  One could always 

choose to leave the pub and go somewhere else!  I hope you are not out there, looking at me in 

your mind’s eye, like that crowd at that Corporate workshop!!  Hold tough, let me explain.  You 

see, during the preparation of this book I realized that of course this, leaving the forest thingy, 

didn’t happen suddenly on one particular day! I also realized that, implicitly, deep within me, I 

had kind of presumed that maybe it had!!  

 

Perhaps, before I did this research, I had a romantic idea somewhere in the depths of my mind 

that went something like this:  “one day as our ancestors launched from fruit bearing tree to fruit 

bearing tree, they spotted, from between the lush branches, a space, like none they had ever seen 

before…. Yes! They paused, peering out through the dense vegetation onto the vast grassy wilderness 

… Now due to their superior intelligence (which, I now know, I subconsciously assumed we had all 

along! Ah YES!! Dorris and Paddy, right up your street!); “they” with same superior intelligence, 

THOUGHT (another assumption!)…” 

 

“ Yes they thought, “”let’s go out there, and explore, and oh gosh!  While we are out here, lets stand 

up and look around”… then, they thought : “blessed be!  Let’s move away from these trees and move 

away from the rest of the animal Kingdom and take our place at the head of the food chain!!! Yippee” 

Then, wait for it, they spoke or communicated with each other and said, “Come on you guys, there is 

lots and lots of space and resources out here on these plains… You coming?””   

 

I realize now, that I had also assumed (which makes and ass out of you and me, right?) that it was 

a “thought” that spoke within the minds of our ancestors.  Maybe, deep within my subconscious 

I perhaps believed that this was a decision our ancestors made with consciousness.  Consider, 
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with me for a moment: do most of us really “get” what evolution is?  I mean: do we?  Really?  Is 

the whole fantastic event, another something that we take for granted?  YES!  Because we are 

living through and constantly using, our Creative-Thinky-Tip to perceive the world around us, to 

generate thoughts and conclusions about that and to make decisions on a moment to moment 

basis.  And because we are still busy getting on with the job of surviving!  I get it!  A mom packing 

her car with the kids as she drives them to school, isn’t thinking about evolution… nor is Ken, that 

corporate guy and his buddies.  This is normal.   

 

However, we are so absorbed in, and by, this state of Thinky Tip-being to such an extent that we 

are actually not aware of what is making us tick.  Remember, Gallileo?  Well the Cathilic Church 

had him put under house arrest for his ridiculous notion about the sun moving around us! Christ1 

What a madman… and he remained there, going blind after a while, and dying alone in that house! 

 

Yes, it’s quiet difficult for us to consider being any other way… It is natural for us Modern Humans 

to find it hard to consider ever functioning without this Thinky Tip capacity; and yet our ancestors 

did so for millions of years.  Of course, I am not suggesting that we do consider functioning 

without it, however, I am suggesting that we consider that there is another intelligence within us 

that is “other than it”!   There has to be, because evolution sure as heck was not “thought” driven.  

 

Our ancestors functioned and evolved in a complex and progressive manner long before 

our “Thinky-Tip” even came into existence 

“Our Evolution was not thought-driven”. 

 

 

Necessity: The Mother of All Invention! 

So, if our evolution to this point was not driven by thoughts or conscious decisions, what was it? 

Over millions of years, our ancestors, even though they had split from the Chimpanzee’s, still hung 

out with them in the trees.  They mastered walking upright, so that they could exploit this new 

ecosystem.  However, they only left the trees for good, when the trees began retreating, at a rapid 

pace and there were these huge expanses of bare, grassy lands emerging.   Here is a basic rule that 

applies today as much as it did back then:  

“CHANGE IS DRIVEN BY NECESSITY” 
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FROM Tree Hugging LIMBS: to ARMS and HANDS! 

Eventually, “Lucy’s” and the other hominids of that time, experienced body changes… Drastic 

ones!!  Over hundreds of thousands of years … Changing from that upright, tiny, hairy, long-

armed-“Lucy”, to being a competent, energy efficient, two-legged runner with a longer body, 

modern hands and shorter arms like ours.  Oh Yes! And very importantly, a much bigger brain.   

 

When we look back, it’s like magic!  The magician puts “Lucy” in the box, and voila! Abra kedabra, 

she has disappeared… and a new species emerges.  Enter! Homo Erectus.  The audience are 

hushed in awe, because this guy is AWESOME!  Ok, here is how he was really discovered… 

 

Two generations of the Leakey family scoured the African surface for over three decades; 

incessantly searching for a key piece of the jigsaw, i.e., the first true link between “us” and our 

ancient ancestors.  The skeleton they found, was that of a teenage boy, and they called him 

“Nariokotome-Boy” (after that site’s location in Kenya, he is also called Turkana boy, after a lake 

nearby).  We can establish the approximate timing of our having left the forests for good, thanks 

to the discovery of this remarkable skeleton.   

 

He was discovered by Kamoya Kimeu, a worker on the Leakey team, in 1984. It was ten years 

since Lucy’s remains had been was discovered.   This was a 1.8-million-year-old, human fossil 

whose physical body from the neck down, is so like our own, that it is hard to tell he is not a 

modern human.  Totally awesome!  Now we are getting there… I can hear you asking: “does this 

guy have a Thinky-Tip intelligence Martina?”  Or “are we there yet!”, like impatient kids in the back 

of the car! 

 

The answer to your question is a resounding; NO!  No sign of a Thinky Tip mind!  Because, once 

again, there is no evidence of any tools, artwork, or anything that demonstrates the arrival of the 

human consciousness as we know it.  However, this boy’s brain was 880 millilitres (cubic ml), so 

that made it two times bigger than Lucy’s (approx. 440 cubic ml).  But, his brain was still only two 

thirds the size of our own.  And while his body was almost identical to ours there would still be a 

massive difference between him and us with regards to brain and brain function.   
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This boy’s physical remains however, show us that during the 1.4 million years that spanned from 

his emergence all the way back to “Lucy’s” era; our direct ancestor, i.e., Homo Erectus, had fully 

evolved.  The Leakey’s had indeed found the missing link.  

FIGURE 16: PHOTO OF TURKANA BOY RECONSTRUCTION MODEL  

THE MISSING LINK: “Homo Erectus” Photo of a Skeleton 

Cast  of  “Nariokatome Boy” (also known as Turkana Boy; 

1.8 million years old) with an artist’s model of the 

complete physical features in the foreground.  

 

Copyrights Apply 

Licence Number  

(CC BY-SA-2.0).   

 

 

Creative life force intelligence :  

Homo Erectus has many distinct physical features to support, the now perfected locomotion on 

two legs.   This boy, has a long waistline (the gap from rib cage to hips) which allows for upper 

body rotation while running.  Have you ever noticed how your arms and legs move when you are 

running?  It goes like this, the opposing arm to leg, is thrown forward at any one stride.  So your 

right arm is thrown forward while your left leg is in front and vice versa?  This is only possible 

because we have this nice long gap from ribs to waist; something that primates do not have.  

Another incredible development is a distinct ligament running from the back of his skull to the 

top of his neck, to keep his head perfectly aligned and stable when running.  Otherwise we would 

all lurch our heads from side to side, as we run!   

 

Turkana boy, was just over 5 feet tall, and some estimate as an adult he could be as tall as 6 feet.  

A prfound number of complex changes, had occurred to make Homo Erectus… Homo Erectus! If 

not, extinct, “Lucy” would have been a tiny lady next to him!   But there more intricate physical 

changes which emerged within these bodies, as this line of Hominids evolved.  Parts within parts 

of body parts were honed, crafted and engineered with magnificence and precision.  One could 

write a whole book on these alone.  And all of this evolutionary-engineering, was delivered within 

a 1.8 million-year span.   Why?   
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I think you know the answer at this stage!  Yes, it was necessity.   Which reminds me of another 

old adage…  

NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF ALL INVENTION 

We are all familiar with the term, “Natural Selection” being used to describe a trait being selected 

and evolved.  But what is natural about it?  Does, natural mean, of no consequence? Does it fade 

into the back of our mind’s like all those things we have ever considered:  “normal” (Jeese, I hate 

that word!!).  What does it mean?  We will now consider the selector, in this “natural” process.   

Let us contemplate, the orchestrator of this physical & physiological-engineering genius.  I call 

this orchestrator the Creative Intelligence of Life Force Energy.  

 

the Creative Intelligence of Life Force Energy:  

Life Force Intelligence does not waste energy. Never Has!  Never will! No! It balances energy, 

preserves it.  Life Force Intelligence weighs it all up at a profoundly complex level too.  And always 

has done so.   It balances energy by  taking into account the whole-energy-picture of the entire 

realm (or ecosystem). This means it incorporates AN INNATE KNOWING of EVERY COMPONENT 

of EVERYTHING into an overall ENERGY-balancing-equation.  And in doig so, it somehow, 

portions out a balanced share of energy, thus life goes on!!  With the energy, fairly divvied out, 

each species of Flora and Fauna, gets its share and survives.  

I am gonna do the dog on this, and repeat it another way (or two!).  Every-thing is energy and 

energy is everything; therefore, EVERY-LIVING-THING is included in the Energy Balancing 

Equation. Nothing is left out: ever! This means that when an ecological system is suffering a 

potential energy imbalance, the Life Force Intelligence works at re-establishing this balance. It 

INVESTS ENERGY to Re-BALANCE the ENERGY EQUATION.   

 

In order to do this; the Life Force Balancer must KNOW intimately, each and every component 

within the wholeness of everything that lives, and that includes KNOWING their survival needs 

and what supports their thriving states.  It is obvious, that life and living is the objective here.  

Thus the Life Force Creative Intelligence must KNOW intimately, not only that individual species, 

but also every other living thing in the ecosystem and of course how they all interact with each 

other. Phew!! This means that the KNOWER must KNOW what keeps each, and every, being 

healthy and wholesome and where and how to fit their needs into the overall matrix that is LIFE.  
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I can hear you Dorris and Paddy! Look guys, 

think about it. Can you agree that the whole 

wonderful, complex, myriad of 

incomprehensibly, numerous interactions 

needed to balance the energy in an 

ecosystem, is impressive (to say the least)?  

Can’t you? Well!   It’s not just chance, no way. 

This takes intelligence of some form or other.  The whole, is balanced and directed by a knowing 

force.  One that is, other than our Thinky-Tip intelligence. This is the NATURAL LAW.  And I 

promise you I am not talking religion here. Nor am I going to pounce in some abstract new cult or 

other “follow-me-ness” as the book progresses. No, I am simply talking sense.  

 

LIFE FORCE is intelligent.  We need to accept this fact. Same as the feckin sun does not travel around 

our planet, even though it looks like it does!  This Life Force that is within you, part of you and 

inherent in every living cell on this planet, has intelligence.  Both within each living morsel, and 

also overarchingly across them.  Not only does it maintain and sustain energy balance within 

ecosystems; it constantly creates solutions that ensure same when some unusual occurrence like 

drought, or long term cool, dry spells come.  Which in “Lucy’s” era, lasted, for hundreds of 

thousands of years!  And the result of this challenging energy balancing act, was Homo Erectus.  

Just to highlight the level of INTELLIGENCE within LIFE FORCE, let’s take a wee detour back to 

our time, here in the now.  Pop into a time machine and come back with me to the 21st century 

and explore an example I have chosen, from the Islands of Madagascar.  For those of you who 

don’t know, this is an island off the coast of Africa.  It is almost 225,000 square miles. That’s 44% 

larger than California, and a wee bit smaller than France.  As an Island, it is an isolated ecosystem.  

Now, so is Ireland, and as much fame as we Irish can claim, we cannot claim to have a 

Madagascarian variety of unique and extravagant life-forms.  Shur we don’t even have any snakes, 

thanks to Saint Patrick!  

 

“Madagascar, is home to some of the world’s most unique Flora and Fauna... Almost all of it’s reptile 

and amphibian species, half of it’s birds, and all of it’s lemurs are endemic to the island; meaning 

they can be found nowhere else on earth…  The animal and plant life on this great Island is largely 

the result of a natural experiment in evolution on a land apart, but very much “ like our own”. 

(Extract From Isolation and BioDiversity, by Dr Laurie Godfrey).  
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As I write this, on the Island there are 35 species of Lemurs, all surviving within the same limited 

habitat.  Resources are so tight on the Island, that there are, for example, three types of Lemur 

(the Great Lemur, the Lesser Bamboo Lemur and the Golden Lemur) that collaborate in thriving 

on one energy source; i.e., the Bamboo Plant.  However, to avoid competition between these guys 

for Bamboo and in order to efficiently use all of the energy provided by the bamboo: Life Force 

Energy created each of the lemur types,  in a uniquely different manner. The result is that each 

can survive on different parts to the same bamboo plant.  Thus, the Greater Lemur can digest the 

woody pulp, the Lesser Bamboo Lemur eats the leaves and the Golden Lemur (the world’s most 

recently discovered primate species) eats only the shoots.  

 

Now this might not seem like such a profound achievement of evolution, until you look at the fact 

that the shoots of the bamboo contain a very high amount of cyanide (15mg / 100g of fresh 

weight, to be precise).  Cyanide is an extremely toxic substance used in many forms of poison.  

However, the creative genius of the Life Force intelligence specialized the physiology of the 

Golden Lemur, so that he can eat and digest up to 15 times a lethal dose of cyanide and survive 

and thrive on it!  Impressed yet Dorris and Paddy? Well there is more…! 

 

Furthermore, there is a line of dung beetles that seem to have co-evolved with the Golden Lemur 

and they thrive on their cyanide-laden droppings!  Now, we could write a whole volume of books 

right here, right now, on the profound fetes of genius and wisdom (not faeces!! LOL), devised by 

the Creative Intelligence of Life Force Energy, which are displayed throughout the Living World.  

And each volume, would be full to the brim with same.  Perhaps you can take a few moments, stop 

and let yourself notice the genius of life force energy where you are right now.  Or watch BBC’s 

planet earth with David Attenborough, or Discovery Channel’s version with Sigourney Weaver to 

impress upon yourself the vastness of this genius.  

 

As we progress through the upcoming chapters, it is my sincere desire, that you will become 

aware of the genius of Life Force Energy within you too.  As we explore, Conscious and 

SubConscious, working as a team, with the gentle guidance of Intention, you will see how this 

genius of Life Force Intelligence, delivers.  However, for now we are on a journey through some 

profound basics, the objective of which is <INSIGHT> re this KNOWING intelligence within you .  

So back to Madagascar, and then to Nariakatome Boy our Homo Erectus friend.  
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Using this one example from trillions, we can ask, what has provided the impetus for the creation 

of these three distinct lemurs, and especially one that can tolerate cyanide?  The answer is 

necessity.  The limited reserves of food, within an ever increasing population of Lemur’s, within 

an enclosed ecosystem, provided just that drive. Similarly, the dramatic shift in climatic 

conditions 2.8 million years ago, altered the energy equation in the existing eco-system in a 

manner that triggered the creation of HOMO ERECTUS.  If he wasn’t going to emerge and survive 

then he (and essentially us!) would be extinct before we even began.   

 

A Life Force Energy balancing exercise, culminated in one tree climbing creature taking to the 

land, moving efficiently and with agility and speed, on a completely new terrain and in a 

completely new manner.   We stood up, and it appears, not only because we needed to, but also 

because we could.  It seems that from the time of Toumai, we had explored the upright gait.  Since 

the time of Lucy we had mastered it, though choosing to continue living between two stools (trees 

and the plains) and so it seems we were already geared up for this next phase.   

 

However, the continuation of this full-on, standing malarkey and the creation of a physical body 

that supported it as our sole means of locomotion required a massive investment of energy.  

Massive focused application of an intelligence that crafted and engineered a spectacular living 

being.  Energy was steered towards an outcome.  It didn’t just happen!! Energy was invested and 

as we are seeing,  energy is the ineffably valuable currency of Life Force.  

 

Throwing the proverbial spanner in the works, lets consider,  why the creative intelligence of Life 

Force Energy selected the development of movement on just two legs? Why not four?  Our 

ancestors, fore-limbs were long enough.  One thing is for sure; if we had needed our front limbs 

for more efficient movement from place to place then we would still be travelling on all fours!   So, 

was there something that over-rode this inherent all-fours program?  And if there was, then how 

did Life Force Intelligence “decide” what new trait to select and develop moving forward?  

 

In Chapter 7 we will explore the laws of energy, what energy is and how it influences our life here 

in the now.  However, if I can once again dare to state the obvious; “energy has always been 

relevant”.  In relation to our evolution, all we need to know is that Energy is the KEY CURRENCY 

of the Creative Force that is Life Force Intelligence.  The fact is that energy is everything, and 

everything is energy and thus it is common sense that energy is the currency of life!   
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In order to understand how this is so, we need to take a brief look at the principal law governing 

the Intelligent Focus of Life Force: 

PRIMARY LAW OF LIFE FORCE INTELLIGENCE 

“Create, Sustain & Maintain, 

 Balanced, Energy Efficient Systems” 

 

i.e., 

NEVER WASTE ENERGY! 

 

THE Life force INTELLIGENCE: ENERGY RADAR! 

Studies in the Anthropology department at Arizona University have shown that the energy used 

by a chimp moving on level ground, on all fours, is four times greater than that used by a two 

legged upright human (Sockol & Raichlen 2007).  Furthermore, in chimps that were trained to 

walk on two legs, it was noted that there were incidences during these walking trials, when these 

chimps were more energy-efficient than when walking on all fours.  So, it appears that the answer 

to our question of, “why a two legged gait” understandably includes energy efficiency!!  

 

However, please note that the chimps were not always more energy efficient on two legs, just 

sometimes.  When we study the unfolding brilliance of the evolution of any living creature on this 

planet, it is very clear that the Life Force Intelligence has a means of sensing variation.  Variation 

is one of the key drivers of evolution.   

 

How so? Well, at its very simplest, perhaps it’s like the experience of sound when living under a 

suspended, city train track.  When you live there first, those damn trains drive you nuts!  However, 

after a year, the continuous noise of passing trains just gets filtered into the mindless abyss of 

“normality”!  Conversely, if you live in a place where a train comes rarely or perhaps at random 

intervals, then you will notice it. 

 

We notice what’s different and we tend to blank out the norm!   In evolutionary terms, 

intermittent incidences of “being” that flash with “different to the norm” are noticed.  It makes 

sense.  It’s a bit like : “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!”.  However, incidences of “being” that flash with 
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“different to the norm” + “more energy efficient than the norm”; well these doozies are not only 

noticed they are “FLAGGED” in a very special manner by the Creative Life Force Intelligence.   

 

They are highly significant because they are a potential means of saving valuable energy, a means 

of optimizing energy efficiency.  Energy is the currency of Life Force, and the more we can save 

the better.   Therefore, the occurrence of increased energy efficiency when carrying oneself on 

two legs, as opposed to that four-leg, knuckle walking (i.e., for “Lucy”) must have been noticed!  

The result, is a favorable selection, for that which increases the long-term and overall efficiency 

of the system.  I portray this Life Force “Noticing”,  using the analogy of a Radar.  I call it the Life 

Force Intelligence, Energy Radar. 

 

I like to think, that this Life Force Intelligence which favors energy conservation and efficiency, 

would if given the choice, have preferred for a species to survive!   Maybe, that’s wishful thinking, 

but I don’t think so, when we think about how far it has come.  So much energy had been invested 

already in the development of wonderful “Lucy”.  She and her kin were probably the first ever 

creatures to live freely between both ground and tree terrains!  

 

Remember, that, if left to it’s own devices, nature does not waste energy, and that maintaining a 

balanced energy equation is it’s primary objective.  Therefore, I believe that Life Force’s inherent, 

unspoken rule, is that the living, get to live, procreate, evolve and advance.  I believe that an 

investment was made towards something, when our ancestors were selected, and I do believe 

that this was for the HIGHER GOOD.  You see, I don’t think those guys we evolved from are 

“extinct”… Trust me,  I am not having a loopy moment, thinking they are wandering around out 

there and I don’t believe in zombies either!!  No, I mean they didn’t just get annihilated, like the 

T-Rex; that was extinction! No, our direct ancestors transformed, evolved, transmutated into 

Homo Sapiens…  The definition of evolve tells us this: “if something evolves it gradually develops, 

over a period of time, into something different and usually more advanced” [Collins Dictionary]. 

 

Optimization is the term I use for the phenomenon of Life Force Intelligence selecting for the 

action, trait or physiological entity which provides energy efficiency and an overall outcome, 

which is for the higher good.  In the upcoming chapters we will see Optimization is in action within 

our day to day lives.  We have already witnessed Optimization occurring when people engaged in 

Mindfulness and/or Meditation practices daily for 8 weeks.  And what about those guys who 
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increased their own white blood cell counts through focusing an aspect of their inherent life force 

intelligence towards achieving just that.  Think about it; those people on Dr Lazar’s mindfulness 

experiments were only sensing their breath.  They were engaging in a state that is “other-than-

thinking”, while completely awake and fully conscious, and look what happened!  Those 50-year 

old’s meditator’s brains were as fit as the 25-year old’s!   

 

Are you beginning to see where I am going with this?  Good, I truly hope you are. And if not, 

perhaps take a moment, or a day… Re-read what we have explored and join me then to continue 

our exploration, not just of the power of optimization and a journey of evolving body parts and 

behavior, but join me as we explore the evolution of our thinking consciousness and the power of 

consciousness to manifest and create.   

 

Join me, as we explore, how our Mind takes on board that which we have introduced it to, e.g., 

those basic driving skills that our corporate guy learned and which it takes to a whole new level 

without the input of our conscious “Thinky-Tip”.  I want to introduce you to the continual 

investment that Life Force Intelligence makes, in the background, outside of our conscious Thinky 

Tip Awareness, for an overall higher outcome: one that is so much more than the original 

objective we intentionally began with.   Join me as we go back millions of years, to link our 

thinking mind’s evolution in with the newest science; i.e., Quantum Science and the Quantum 

Field.  

 

 

 

QUOTE from the Molecular Biology of the Cell: 

Alberts B, Johnson A, Lewis J, et al. Molecular Biology of the Cell. 4th 

edition. New York: Garland Science; 2002. Epidermis and Its Renewal by Stem 

Cells. Available from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK26865/ 


